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1Introduction
The principal object sought in th is work is  to in vesti­
gate the value o f certain more or less neglected lines o f evidence 
as a source o f phylogenetic information. Such evidence has been 
applied to the Hoctuidae for the purpose o f throwing ligh t upon our 
knowledge o f the structural and b io log ica l relationships within the 
family. I t  has also been our aim to perform the necessary prelim­
inary studies to the making o f natural tables fo r the id en tifica ­
tion o f noctuid larvae.
There are fotir kinds of evidence contributing to our 
knowledge o f the phylogeny o f animals: comparative anatomical, re­
capitu lative, paleontological, and b io log ica l. Heretofore the sys­
tematic entomologist has concerned himself almost en tire ly  with the 
f i r s t  o f these, the second remaining either uninvestigated or unin­
terpreted, the th ird presenting a re la tiv e ly  scant amount of mater­
ia l ,  and the last o ffering a v irtu a lly  untouched f ie ld  o f somewhat 
uncertain p oss ib ility . Hot only has the worker on the taxonomy of 
insects p ractica lly  confined himself to anatomical evidence, but he 
has, u n til quite recently, based his c lass ifica tion  sole ly  on the 
structure of adult insects. Within the last decade a few excellent 
researches on the c lass ifica tion  o f immature insects, such as Frack- 
e r 's  upon lepidopterous larvae, Howard, Hyar and Khab's upon mosqui­
to larvae, Hr. Edna Mosher's upon the taxonomy o f lepidopterous 
pupae, and Malloch's studies upon immature Hiptera, have demonstrat­
ed beyond a doubt the value o f a morphological study ox immature 
insects as a source of phylogenetic information.
2Evidence as to race history derived thru an application 
o f Haeckel's unfortunately named law of Biogenesis (based on the 
work of von Baer) has been la rge ly  disregarded by entomologists. 
Since the term biogenesis, as o r ig in a lly  introduced by Redi, bore 
no rela tion  whatever to recapitu lation, but applied to the develop­
ment o f l i f e  from l i f e ,  as opposed to spontaneous generation,
Haeckel should have named th is law d iffe ren tly . I t  has been prefer­
ably referred to as the Law of Recapitulation. Gradually accumulat­
ing knowledge o f instances o f obvious recapitulation in zoology has 
le f t  l i t t l e  room for doubt as to the existence o f th is phenomenon 
as a general princip le. The manifestation o f the la?/, however, is  
so frequently obscured by a number o f poorly understood factors, 
that we are often le f t  in doubt as to the extent of its  app licab il­
i t y  to any case in question. This element o f uncertainty as to the 
application o f the la?/ of recapitulation doubtlessly accounts to a 
large extent fo r  the avoidance o f th is sort o f evidence by system­
a tic  entomologists. An accurate study o f ontogenetic development, 
both embryonic and postembryonic, is  the only basis fo r  an in vesti­
gation designed to eliminate th is uncertainty.
The study of the ontogeny of insects may be convenient­
ly  divided into embryology and postembryology.• The la tte r  deals 
with development a fte r  hatching from the egg. I t  regards the larva 
as a fre e - liv in g  embryo, and the pupa as representing a highly 
specialized stage corresponding to a larva l stadium. We may, then, 
speak o f la rva l or pupal postembryology.
Since the ea r lie r  embryonic stages o f insects must re­
capitu late, so fa r as the law is  manifested, conditions in phyto­
geny prior to the appearance o f insects, the taxonomist must look
5to the older embryonic stages,which have usually not been studied, 
and to the postembryonic development',for recapitu lative evidence.
As might be expected from their highly adaptive nature, pupae re­
veal the working of recapitulation to a less marked extent than-do 
larvae. Comstock, however, based his hypothetical ancestral wing 
venation upon the pupal wing o f Eepialus, and hr. Edna Mosher found 
that certain wingless female moths have pupal wing~pads. In gener­
a l, la rva l postembryology may reasonably be regarded as the prin ci­
pal source o f recapitu lative evidence to be applied within fam ilies 
or smaller groups. A study o f the la ter embryonic stages may, on 
the other hand, be expected to throw ligh t on the relationships be­
tween fam ilies and orders.
Biology, although never serving as a basis fo r  c la s s if­
ication , -under our present system, quite frequently furnishes e v i­
dence o f a corroborative nature. For example, the peculiar scat­
tered distribution o f Peripatus is  regarded as an indication of 
great phylogenetic antiquity. Such phrases as "th is fam ily is  
aquatic" or "a l l  the members of th is genus are wood-borers" abound 
in entomological lite ra tu re , indicating the existence o f a general 
correlation between habit and structure. The members of the large 
genus Catocala of the IToctuidae are primarily forest inhabitants.
Ashmead, a fte r  taking us thru an extraordinarily long and in tricate
✓
table to a certain chalcid genus, remarks that a l l  the species o f 
the genus are parasitic within spiders' eggs, thereby furnishing 
confirmatory evidence o f tne naturalness o_l nis c lass ifica tion . 
Thus, in cases o f doubtful phylogeny, biology may furnish valuable 
indications. Physiological l i f e  h istory in rela tion  to taxonomy 
has been studied but l i t t l e .  Since various types o f l i f e  h istory
4are often found within closely  related groups, no marked correla­
tion is  generally evident; however, when the evolution o f l i f e  h is­
tory becomes better understood, i t  seems quite possible that our 
sources o f phylogenetic knowledge w il l  be further supplemented by 
a study o f physiological l i f e  h istory.
This consideration o f the sources o f our taxonomic 
knowledge with reference to th eir development in entomology may be 
summarized thus: the comparative morphology o f the immature stages 
presents a re la t iv e ly  new f ie ld  o f well established systematic va l­
ue; recapitulation o ffe rs  a p ractica lly  unexplored source of inform­
ation o f  considerable promise and biology may y ield  valuable e v i­
dence from the taxonomic point o f view.
In a systematic treatment o f an unsatis factorily  clas­
s ified  group a l l  evidence available should be sought. I t  is  to oe 
expected that neglected sources o f information w i l l  f i r s t  be called 
into use in those d if f ic u lt  groups where the morphology o f the 
adults alone has'no.t been su ffic ien t to bring about a satisfactory 
understanding o f relationships. The Noctuidae represent such a 
group. With i t s '5500 North American species, its  many .ill-d e fin ed  
genera, its  strik ing structural uniformity, and its  large number of 
extremely variable species, we are not surprised to xina that sjys— 
tematists have had considerable d if f ic u lty  with the group. A large 
proportion o f the misnamed and unnamed lepidoptera in collections 
belong to the Noctuidae. Its  general importance is  probably not 
surpassed by that o f any other fam ily o f insects, containing, as i t  
does, about one-half o f the described Lepidoptera o f North America. 
The great economic importance of the lloctuiaae need only oe men­
tioned, the depredations committed by cut worms, army-worms, the
5corn-ear and cotton-boll worm, and by many other species, demanding 
the constant attention o f the economic entomologist.
I t  is  hoped that the follow ing contribution to the la r ­
val postembryology, larva l morphology, and general biology o f the 
Noctuidae may not only demonstrate the general value o f these more 
or less neglected'sources o f phylogenetic evidence, but may also 
present,.in  a preliminary manner, their application to the solving 
o f some o f the many problems o f the evolution o f structure and 
habit within the fam ily.
larva l Morphology
IToctuid larvae, with the exception o f a few genera, are 
characterized by th eir marked uniformity o f structure. Of. these the 
genus Acronycta and its  a l l ie s ,  whose larvae resemble those o f the 
I r c t i id s , with their characteristic tu fts  o f setae, has been trea t­
ed by lya r to the number o f about f i f t y  species. The larvae o f 
certain other genera loo t like those o f the Geometridae, lacking 
one or two pairs o f uropods. For the most part, however, noctuid 
larvae are uniform with regard’ to most of the characters used by 
Fracker in his key to lepidopterous larvae. The position o f body 
setae, fo r  instance, the taxonomic value o f which was early pointed 
out by Dyar and which plays an important role in Fracker's work, 
is  very nearly uniform thruout the family. The same may oe said 
o f the arrangement o f the crochets. Certain head structures, how­
ever, f i r s t  emphasized by Forbes, are variable within uhe IToetui — 
dae. Crumb, in his key to cut-worms injurious to tobacco, used 
various types o f skin sculpture or the microscopic structure o f the
6cuticle o f the body. The conspictious variation in the number o f 
uropoas has, o f course, long been known. With the exception o f 
hyar's monograph o f Acronycta and its  a l l ie s ,  and Crumb's a r t i f i ­
c ia l key fo r the iden tifica tion  o f fourteen species o f tobacco 
cut-worms, we have no works dealing with the c lass ifica tion  o f noc- 
tuid larvae. Fracker, however, gives characters for separating the 
family from a l l  others but the Agaristidae. He divides i t  into 
four groups, a l l  o f which are lis ted  in d ifferen t places in his ta­
ble. The follow ing morphological study has been made to determine 
the taxonomic value o f the structural variation which th is family 
exhibits in its  larvae, as well as to provide the basis fo r a post- 
embryological study o f the group.
Fixed t>arts o f the head. — Since the structure o;f the 
head (F igs, 2 - 17, P I. ) o f the noctuid larva does not d if fe r  
fundamentally from that typ ica l o f the entire order, the morpholog­
ica l treatment which follows applies, fo r the most part, to lep i-  
dopterous larvae in general. The epicranial suture assumes the 
form o f an inverted Y (F ig .2, PI. ) with the stem follow ing the 
dorsal portion o f the meson and the two arms extending ventro­
la te ra l on either side. Since the epicranial stem represents the 
median line o f dorsal closure in the embryo,the arms being derived 
from the closure on either side o f the so-called unpaired appen­
dage, the homology o f this suture with that o f the larvae o f a l l  
other orders is  unquestionable. In nymphs or adults the antacoriae 
divide each euicranial arm into two portions, the ventral oeing 
known as fronto-gen ita l sutures. These are homologous, theretore, 
with the ventral portions o f the epicranial arms of larvae. The
7two large sc ler ites  which are separated by the epicranial stem lying 
la te ra l o f the arms and comprising the greater part of the head cap­
sule make up the vertex. Its  large size in larvae is due to the ab­
sence o f compound eyes. . Since the occ ip ita l sutures are undeveloped, 
the caudal extent o f the vertejfi is in defin ite . I t  has been custom­
ary to re fer to the fused vertex, occiput and postgenae as the epi- 
cranium. The vertex o f lepidopterous larvae does not d if fe r  from 
larva l vertices generally in bearing the ocellarafae, antennar^ae and 
precoilae. The antennarkae, which bear the antennae, are d istinct 
in the noctuid larvae, a generalized condition found typ ica lly  in 
the adults o f the more prim itive orders.
There is  but one marked indication o f fundamental struc­
tural specialization v is ib le  externally on the vertex o f lepidopter­
ous larvae. The adfrontal sutures, which have developed so le ly  in 
the larvae o f th is  order, run subparallel to the epicranial arms, 
dividing the vertex on each side into two portions, the mesal one 
being the w ell known adfrontal area. Heretofore these secondary 
adfrontal sutures have been generally regarded as the epicranial . 
arms and vice versa. Heinrich agrees with Dampf 'in his assertion 
that the adfrontal sc ler ites  are a part o f the front, regarding the 
sutures between the front and adfrontals as secondary infoldings.
Both o f these investigators were aware that the pretentoria invagin- 
ate at the bottoms o f these in foldings, a point demonstrated by 
Berlese one year previous to the publication o f Dampf's paper on 
case-bearing larvae. The interpretation o f these authors necessi­
tates the supposition that the pretentorinae were o r ig in a lly  located 
on the front some distance mesad of che epicranial arms «.nd onac
8they were subsequently involved by th is supposedly secondary in­
fold ing, which resulted in their present position. We shall present 
evidence which appears to show conclusively that the mesal sutures 
are the epicranial arms, the la tera l ones being secondarily devel­
oped.
In the f i r s t  place, the pretentorinae o f the larvae o f 
other orders, so far as we know, are associated with the epicranial 
arms, They are rarely  situated on the front removed from primary 
sutures. Moreover, the epicranial stem in lepidopterous larvae, 
unquestionably a primary structure, is  followed in terna lly  by a deep 
in folding, which is  continuous with and exactly lik e  those o f the 
mesal sutures which bear the pretentorinae. I t  seems highly improb­
able that the former suture shotild be primary and the la tte r  second­
ary, when their infoldings are continuous. The fronto-clypeal su­
ture, also primary beyond a doubt, is  expressed in terna lly  by a 
sim ilar in folding. This suture extends between the mesal sutures 
and does not traverse the adfrontal sc lerites  terminating at the 
la tera l ones, as i t  should i f  the la tera l sutures were the epicran­
ia l arms. Postembryological evidence o ffe rs  s t i l l  stronger support 
to this interpretation. The la te ra l sutures are not d istinct in 
noctuid larvae in instars ea r lie r  than the penultimate. Sc far as 
we have been able to ascertain the ea r lie r  instars of a l l  lepidop­
terous larvae lack the adfrontal area, although this point appears 
to have been generally overlooked. I t  is  not always d is tin c tly  
separated from the vertex even in fullgrown larvae. The accurate 
morphologist, Berlese, shows no trace of i t  in his figures o f the 
ectal and ental. aspects of the larval head o f Acherontia. These
9are secondary 'structures appearing re la t iv e ly  late in the postembry- 
onic development. Therefore, they cannot be homologous with the 
epicranial arms, which represent the lines o f dorsal closure on 
each side o f the so-called unpaired appendage in the embryonic de­
velopment. It  w il l  be shown la ter that these peculiar sutures bear 
a function associated with the ecdysis at the time of pupation.
The triangular front between the epicranial arms is  sep- 
ted from the post^c' u/s by a more or less d istinct fronto- 
clypeal suture. This suture in the more prim itive insects termin­
ates most commonly adjacent to the precoilae. In lepidopterous 
larvae i t  has migrated dorsad, its  ends join ing the epicranial arms 
at points considerably removed from the articulations of the man­
dibles, a condition frequently found in specialized insects. Where­
as it s  position probably denotes specialization , its  well developed 
condition, on the other hand, is to be regarded as a generalization, 
since i t  is  frequently lost in both larvae and adults of various 
orders. I t  is  sometimes not traceable externally in noctuid larvae 
and is  rarely  as prominent as the clypeal suture, which marks the 
division between the preclypeus and the postclypeus. This d ivision 
also denotes a prim itive condition, as is  evident from a general 
study o f insect morphology. The labrum o f the noctuid larva always 
presents the bilobed shape characteristic o f the order.
The caudal aspect of the lepidopterous larva l head shows 
pronounced and. varied specialization . I t  seems odd, in fact, that 
this region, which perhaps o ffers  points of greater morphological 
interest than any other part o f the head, should have been so noted­
ly  neglected. Prominent secondarj/ sutures extend, dorsad xrom the
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mesal edge o f the postcoilae, marking the location o f deep in fo ld ­
ings. The position o f these sutures with reference to the post­
coilae .precludes their being homologous with the occ ip ita l sutures 
o f adult insects,' which are always situated laterad of the post­
coilae, which .are, ■universally borne by the postgenae. I t  is  con­
venient to re fe r  to the region mesad o f these sutures as postgenae, 
although i t  should be remembered that the la te ra l extent o f the true 
postgenae is undefined, the occ ip ita l sutures being undeveloped.
In a l l  but certain o f the more specialized orders the postgenae in 
both larva l and adult insects are widely separated by the cervix 
or the gula. -tho maxiHae~~hy-the- poctgonae-. In .lepidopterous la r ­
vae there has been a tendency toward the extension mesad.and ultim­
ate fusion o f the postgenae, resulting in a separation o f the labium 
from the cervix. Consequently, this appendage is f in a lly  borne by 
the postgenae instead of by the cervix, which represents the seg­
ment to which the labium morphologically belongs. A para lle l 
specialization is  exhibited by the adults o f certain aculeate 
Hymenoptera.
In the more generalized lepidopterous larvae o f the 
Cossidae, Pyralid idae, and Tortricidge examined, a few species o f 
each, we find the postgenae quite widely separated (P igs ,3,4,5,
PI. ). Young larvae o f Thyridopteryx -ephemeriformis, from the 
f i r s t  to the fourth instars (P ig. 6, P1-. ), also reveal this con­
dition , although these se lerites  meet on the meson in the fu ll-  
grown larvae (P ig .7, PI. ), a recapitulation to be treated la te r  
in the section on postembryology. Secondary se ler ites  are some­
times formed by a ch itin ization  o f this membrane (P ig .4, PI. )•
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Frequently each postgena is divided by an oblique secondary suture 
(F ig .5, PI. ). In hesperiid larvae the postgenae are exception­
a lly  widely separated, the area between them being uniformly and 
heavily ch itin ized and resembling the gula o f Coleoptera (F ig .8,
PI. ). Larvae of several fam ilies have retained but a narrow 
strip o f cervix between the postgenae, In representatives o f the 
Sphingidae, Saturniidae, Lyman'triidae , and Pieridae examined, they 
are separated only by a sutiire. The Hoctuidae (F igs .9 -- 12, PI. ) 
present the same condition most frequently, although a narrow strip  
o f membrane often persists.
In certain o f the more specialized fam ilies, notably the 
Saturniidae and Loctuidae, the cervix caudad o f the postgenae has 
developed a varying number o f folds,, some o f which have become 
flattened one onto the other, chitin ized, and cemented to the post­
genae., where they now resemble sc ler ites . This peculiar condition 
appears to reach its  height in the former family, a.one o f whose 
larvae have several such folds superimposed upon one another and 
apparently fused into a thick, h eav ily ' chitin ized sc le r ite , which 
lie s  f la t  upon the postgenae. In the IToctuidae 'the most cephalic 
fo ld  only is  chitin ized and fastened down in th is manner, where i t  
assumes a bilobed form. The dorsal portion o f this cervica l fo ld  
is  covered by the membranous one which follows i t ,  exposing the 
brown,flat erescent-shaped ends o f the bilobed f i r s t  fo ld , so that 
they appear as divisions o f the postgenae, one on each side o f the 
meson.
In the IToctuidae part 'of the secondary infolding which 
extends around the dorsal portion o f the margin o f  the occ ip ita l
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foramen separates on each side a erescent-shaped secondary se ler ite  
(F ig .9, P I. ) from the rest o f the epicranium. The pleural portion 
o f the neck membrane is fastened to this se ler ite .
Endoskeleton. — The tentorium o f lepidopterous larva 
(F igs .3,13,14, P I. ) is  very greatly reduced. I t  is  un fit for the 
function o f support generally performed by th is •structure. In 
correlation with th is reduction & large number' o f large, heavily 
chitin ized infoldings have developed along certain primary and sec­
ondary sutures, comprising the sole, endoskeleton functioning as 
such, the tentorium being not only very vestigea l but to a large 
extent membranous and flimsy. These secondary infoldings w il l  be 
referred' to as parademes, a term used to designate secondary in­
foldings in general-.
In the order ©rthoptera the pretentorinae are always 
found at the ends o f the fronto-elypeal suture, this being prob­
ably the most generalized condition. These invaginations have 
migrated dorsad along the fronto-gdnal sutures fo r a considerably 
distance in the aculeate Eymenoptera. A sim ilar specialization has 
developed in the lepidopterous larva in a para lle l manner, the pre- 
tentorinae being located on the epicranial arms usually nearer to 
the apex o f the front than to the clypeus (F ig .13, PI. ). I t  is  
o f interest to reca ll that the condition of the postgenae in these 
larvae is also paralleled in important respects by that of adult 
Hymenoptera. The position of the pretentorinae is  not externally 
marked, since they invaginate at the bottoms of the epicranial 
parademes, large infoldings, which extend throughout the entire 
length of the epicranial suture. Each ribbon-like pretentorium
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extends caudad to a metatentorium, which i t  Joins near the dorsal 
ends o f each secondary postgenal' suture. They are usually ch itin ­
ized for the greater portion o f their length. The metatentorina is 
also located at the bottom o f a deep parademe, one o f which arises 
on each side o f the ventral portion o f the margin o f the occ ip ita l 
foramen. These invaginations are always to be found Just mesad o f 
a large tendon which is  supported by the parademe. The metatent- 
oria  are short and membranous and are located near the dorsal ends 
of the secondary postgenal sutures. The corpotentorium persists as 
a fine thread originating Just caudo-mesad o f the point where the 
pretentorium and metatentorium o f each side Join and extending 
across the ventral portion of the occ ip ita l foramen between the 
metatentoria. In the more generalized fam ilies i t  is  often thicker 
and sometimes heavily chitin ized. I t  assumes the appearance o f a 
delicate white thread in the IToctuidae. We are thus amply Justified 
in concluding that the tentorium o f lepidopterous larvae is  very 
highly specialized, being not only v e s t ig ia l, but also unusual in 
position and form.
Heavily chitin ized parademes extend the entire length o f 
the epierannal, fronto--clypeal^roramen. The la tte r  parademe is  
divided on each side by a short suture into a ventral and a dorsal 
occfo ita l parad_eme. The ventral ones are the deepest o f a l l  o f 
these infoldings, bearing the metatentorinae and the tendons a l­
ready mentioned. They are the only ones not heavily chitin ized.
The fronto-clypeal parademe is not so well developed as the otners. 
These secondary structtires serve fo r  support and fo r  the attachment 
of muscles. They have been developed in correlation with the
14
specialization "by reduction which is  characteristic o f the tentor­
ium o f lepidopterous larvae.
To summarize: the noctuid larva l head is  typ ica l for the 
entire order in most respects, although presenting a characteristic 
condition in the postgenal region; the presence o f fronto-clypeal 
and clypeal sutures and o f antennaria denote generalization, where­
as the vestigeal condition o f the tentorium, the extensive develop­
ment of'para denies and secondary sutures, and the migration dorsad 
of the fronto-clypeal suture indicate profound specialization .
We shall consider now, with particular reference to their 
taxonomic value, the variations presented by the fixed parts o f the 
head. The names and groupings o f the IToctuidae used in th is paper 
are those in Hampson's "Lepidoptera Phalanae o f the British Museum". 
Although this is  unquestionably the greatest work dealing with th is 
family ever published, the names employed in i t  have not been gen­
era lly  adopted in th is country. Since i t  is more conducive to the 
progress of systematic entomology to use names and c lass ifica tions 
which are based on a study o f the fauna o f the world than i t  is  to 
foster usages in vogue only among workers who confine themselves to 
a restricted  area, these names have been employed, even though some 
inconvenience to the reader may result.
The re la tive  length o f the epicranial stem presents more 
conspicuous variation than any other character in these larvae, 
except, of course, the number o f uropods. In the majority o f noc- . 
tuid larvae the length o f th is suture in not strik ingly  d ifferen t 
from that of the front. In certain Agrotinae, however, i t  is  re ­
duced to its  adfrontal portion and in Chamyris cerintlia, Brastrinae,
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it is  markedly longer than the front, a l l  gradations between these 
extremes being found ( f i g s ,2, 15, 16, 17, PI. ).  The shortening 
of this suture, where it  occurs, has been brought aoout apparently 
by a sp litt in g  apart of it s  two sides at the caudal end, the area 
between these separated sides being taicen up by the membrane con­
tinuous with the cervi^notum. The triangu lar area tnus formed is  
Known as the vertica l triangle , although morphologically it  is  com­
posed o f neck-membrane and a part ox the epicranial suture greatly  
widened. The apex of this triangle is  usually heavily chitinized. 
The shortening o f the epicranial stem is correlated with a general 
shortening of the cephalic aspect o f the head, which has probaDly 
been induced by a change in the position o f the head from the typ­
ica l vertica l one with the mouth-parts directed vontrad to a some­
what horizontal one with the mandiDles directed ventro-cephalad or 
cephalad in extreme cases. The fact that the short epicranihl stem 
represents the more specialized condition w i l l  be discussed in the 
postembryological treatment o f this suture, un the basis of mor­
phological study alone this character appears to be a very funda­
mental one. As w il l  be noted later, however, postembryological 
and b io log ica l evidence indicate that it  is  sometimes of scarcely 
more than specific value, being rarely , i f  ever, characteristic of 
groups larger than genera.
The shape of the clypeus presents some variation , the 
fronto-elypeal suture being either straight or curved upward in the 
middle more or less prominently ( f ig .g ,  p i. ).  The relative  
widths of the preclypeus and postclypeus also vary to some extent. 
These characters appear to be o f generic value. The width o f the
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labrum relative to that o f the clypeus and the depth o f the labra l 
c le ft  present characters applying to smaller groups, 'i'his sc lerite  
is  rarely nearly divided into two parts, as in an undetermined 
species o f oatocala (P ig. , PI. ) ,
On the caudal aspect the postgenae may meet on the meson 
or may remain separated by a narrow area o f cervix (P igs. 9 - 1 2 ,  
PI. ). Phe cervical fo ld , which appears as sc le rite  on the post­
genae , may be large and prominent or small and wholly or nearly  
concealed by the membrane. Both of these variations promise to 
furnish convenient bases for the separation of genera and groups 
of genera.
Ocellarae. -  Phe position o f the ocellarae, although 
presenting no strik ing differences within the family, o ffers some 
convenient characters evidently applying ch iefly  to groups o f spe­
cies, although constant specific  differences have been noticed in 
certain genera. In the majority o f cases the distance between 
ocellarae 1 and 2 is  d istinctly  less than that between 2 and 5, the 
line 1-2 often equalling one-half o f  the line 2-5. 5ometim.es 1 and 
2 are nearly contiguous, in a few genera, however, Khodophora, 
Monima, Pyrrh ia, and Uucullia , representing three d ifferent sub­
fam ilies, we find the line 1-2 equalling or even markedly exceeding 
the line 2 - 3 .  Most; commonly 3 is  located about h a lf way be-tween 
2 and 4 ,  although in some uatocalinae, for example, oaenurgia, 3 is  
close to 4, these ocellarae being almost contiguous. Phytometra 
presents the opposite extreme, 3 being nearer to 2 than to 4 .
Phis is  probably the more generalized condition, since i t  is  pre­
sented by Hepialus. Monima a lia  and Cucullia asteroides also show
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this same tendency. Ocellara 5 is  almost always laterad of a line  
through ocellara 6 and seta 6, although sometimes hut s ligh tly  so.
In Scolecocampa lib u m a , however, it  lie s  in th is line.
Sculpturing. -  The sculpturing of the head cuticle some­
times o ffers convenient specific  characters. Typically the head of 
the noctuid larva is  smooth and shiny with slight grooves radiating  
from the larger setae and a few transverse wrinkles crossing the 
ventral portion of the front. A number of prominent longitudinal 
grooves are frequently found on the preclypeus. The epicranium may 
b£ densely or sparsely, shallowy or deeply wrinkled. In oaenurgia 
and in some catocalas i t  is  microscopically granulate, appearing 
smooth but dull to the naked eye. The head o f Gucullia asteroi'des 
is  also granulate, although it  retains it s  shiny appearance, PQlia 
renigera presents an unusually coarse granulation. Polia picta  
bears fine p its on the epicranium. The head o f Dpizeuxis lu b ric a lis  
is  densely pap illate , except the clypeus and labrurn. scattered 
globose pimples are borne on the epicranium ox Scolecocampa libu m a . 
The light spots formed by the reticulate fuscous markings common 
in Agrotinae and Hadeninae are often s ligh tly  raised, although in 
No etna bicamea they are s ligh tly  depressed.
Coloration. - The coloration o f the head is  principally  
cuticular and, therefore, practica lly  permanent in alcohol. Such 
markings o ffer much variation within the family often providing 
easily  recognizable specific characters. The general scheme of 
coloration is  usually constant within the genus, in some species 
it  d iffe rs  markedly according to the instar, a point to be d is ­
cussed in connection with postembryology. Individual variation is
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sometimes considerable. The entire head-capsule is  uniformly col­
ored in hut re la tive ly  few species. In these it  ranges from light  
brown to nearly black according to the species. Often tne epiera- 
nium is  darker than the rest of the head, the preelypeus especially  
being ligh tly  pigmented. This condition is  widely distributed  
throughout the family. A peculiar reticulate fuscous marking is  
frequently found on the epicranium, where it  usually stands out 
prominently against the light brown background. This type of mark­
ing is  common throughout the Agrotinae, Hadeninae, and Cucullinae.
In the Phytometrinae these markings are very fa in t. There are 
three longitudinal stripes of quite general occurrence throughout 
the family, although a l l  of them are usually not present in the same 
species. These may be termed median, submedian and la te ra l stripes. 
The f i r s t  of these, on the front, is  less frequently present than 
the others. It  is  often broadened into a blotch. The submedian 
is  usually w ell developed in the Agrotinae and Hadeninae, lying  
immediately laterad of the adfrontals. The la te ra l stripe is  most 
often small in the Hadeninae, Agrotinae and Cucullinae. It  is  well 
developed in certain Acronyctinae and Phytometrinae, providing an 
important specific  character in the la tte r subfamily. In many 
Acronyctinae the entire head capsule is  black, except the clypeus 
and labrum. In others, typified  by Prodenia, the dark coloration  
on the la tera l aspect is  reduced to reticu lation , the adirontals 
also being ligh t. The majority of the Catocalinae have developed 
supernumerary longitudinal stripes. Oirphis a lb ilin ea  presents a 
longitudinal division o f the median stripe into two, which appar­
ently represents an incipient stage in the development o f the
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striped type of coloration characteristic of Caenurgia and Uatocala.
‘i'he phylogeny o f the &ead coloration of these larvae 
presents an interesting problem. Although definite conclusions as 
to the evolution o f these various types of marking cannot he pre­
sented without further study, the data available afford some phylo­
genetic indications. Uniform coloration results either when the 
pigmentation which usually affords the marking extends over the 
entire head or when such pigmentation is  entire ly  lost. In the 
former event the head is  black or very dark brown, the usual color 
o f the markings, whereas in the la tte r  case it  is  light brown, the 
typical background color, i'he majority of non-subterranean acron- 
yctinae appear to approach the former condition, the dark pigment­
ation tending to become reduced in those species which exhibit sub­
terranean p roc liv it ie s , irodenia om ithoga lii and h. commelinae, 
which have developed this tendency to a moderate degree, have lost  
the dark pigmentation on the la te ra l aspect except fo^the remaining 
reticulate markings, in Sidemia devastatrix, another member of 
th is subfamily, which lives underground almost entire ly , no trace 
of the fuscous coloration persists. Scolecocampa liburna, hyper- 
inae, boring in dead wood, presents the same condition, hapaipema 
nebris, Acronyctinae, a stalk-borer, bears dark markings only on 
the la te ra l aspect in the form of l atera stripes. I'he submedian 
stripe is  d istinctly  larger in Moctua clandestina than in c-nigrum, 
the general coloration of the entire larva being more developed in 
the former species, a fact which becomes significant when we learn  
through postembryological evidence that clandestina has probably 
become subterranean in habit more recently than c-nigrum. fhese
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data seem to indicate a correlation between the reduction of color 
markings and a habitat of low ligh t intensity, which is consistent 
with the general association of dark habitat and lack of pigmen­
tation. We shall show la te r that the postembryology o f  the head 
coloration o ffers evidence favoring the view that the ancestral 
noctuid larva had a uniformly darkly pigmented head, that the re ­
ticulate marking and some of the stripes representing stages in the 
reduction of this dark coloration, and that certain other markings 
have developed secondarily.
Setae and Sensoria. -  In 1896 Dyar introduced the f i r s t  
system for designating the setae of the lepidopterous la rva l head. 
He numbered those of each sc lerite  with Roman numerals from dorsal 
to ventral margin, departing from th is scheme s ligh tly  on the ven­
t ra l portion of the epicranium. More recently Dacrof has emphasized 
the taxonomic importance of the head setae in the Psvchidae and 
their a l l ie s .  He divided them into groups on the basis of the 
tendency exhibited to vary their position in the larvae o f d if fe r ­
ent species by groups rather than individually . IJiis interpreta­
tion led him to refer to them according to these groups. In h is  
study o f microlepidopterous larvae Heinrich followed the system 
of Dampf, which he supplemented oy numbering the setae, pointing 
out the fact that these group migrations are due to the contracting 
or expanding ©£ the parts o f the head-capsule. Pracker and Forbes
designated the setae of the head by the Roman numerals § f Dyar, 
the la tter investigator numbering in addition the lab ra l setae.
In devising a system which may be applicable to the 
study o f the homologies of la rva l setae throughout the order, and
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very possibly throughout the larvae of d ifferent orders, i t  seems 
prexerable to name them a fte r  the so lerites on which they occur 
rather than according to certain groupings which are not well 
understood, except perhaps in the few fam ilies studied by Dampf 
and Heinrich. The la tte r  author disagrees with the former as to 
the group in which a certain seta should be included. It  seems 
liv e ly  that in various fam ilies in which the trend o f specializa ­
tion has been divergent this grouping relation  may be altogether 
d ifferen t. We find in the Noctuidae, for example, certain setae 
within one of Dampf's groups exhibiting wide variation in position  
with reference to each other. The system of Dyar and Forbes, with 
minor changes, has therefore been followed in th is paper.
These setae may be conveniently designated by the abbrev­
iation for the sc lerite  bearing them followed by an Arabic numeral. 
Thus v l refers to the seta typ ica lly  located furthest dorsad on 
the epicranium. 0, v, a, f ,  c, and 1 stand respectively fo r  
occiput, vertex, adfrontal, front, clypeus and labrum. A few 
minute setae hitherto disregarded, although of general occurrence, 
have been named. One o f these, vl3, is  located on the ventral 
portion of the caudal aspect o f the epicranium, the other three 
on the dorsal aspect near the caudal margin. In order not to 
disturb the present system it  seems advisable to regard these as 
occip ita l setae. W. T. M. Forbes mentions them indefin ite ly  and 
Mclndoo labe ls  them as secondary setae in his figure o f the d is­
tribution o f the olfactory pores on the la rva l head of Cirphis 
unipuncta. Heinrich also regards them as secondary in the larvae 
o f Various Microlepidoptera. Their general occurrence throughout
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the order precludes th is interpretation. Shis same system of nam­
ing has been applied to the ocellarae, oc being the abbreviation  
used.
Although the setae of the head present a large range in 
size within the individual, their relative length offers no v a ri­
ation su ffic ient to provide characters fo r  c lassification . 0 1 ,  2, 
3, and v 13 are always very minute, being sometimes d if f ic u lt  to 
locate even under a high magnification, 'i'heir minute size does not 
indicate that they are secondary, as they have been formerly re­
garded, nor does it  support the viev/ that they are essentia lly  
different from other setae. Shis condition is rather to be ex­
plained by the fact that the portion of the head which bears them 
is  covered by the cervix, which f i t s  tigh tly  over the head, leaving 
no space for large setae, in the case-bearing psychid larvae hampf 
found that v 1, which is generally large throughout the order, has 
been reduced to the same size as the occip ita l setae on account of 
the inclusion within the case o f the portion o f the epicranium 
bearing th is seta. She labra l setae are much larger than the 
occip ita l, although smaller than a l l  others on the head. L 3 is  
the shortest o f these, 1 6 is  typ ica lly  stout. V 2 appears to be 
invariably the largest of the setae of the head. Sheir shape and 
length relative to the size o f the head varies considerably accord­
ing to the species. In Mamestra renigera (M g . 16, SI. ) the 
shape and length o f the setae are typical for the family, whereas 
those of Oirphis unipuncta are unusually long, the larger ones being 
markedly attenuate.
In a consideration o f the variation of setal position it
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is  convenient to include also certain small rings or pores, which 
resemble very closely the calyces o f removed setae. These have 
been termed punctures, those on the frontand adfrontals having long 
been known. In 1219 Mclndoo demonstrated their occurrence on 
various parts o f lepidopterous larvae. He found them to be sim ilar 
in structtire to those discovered in insects o f several orders and 
termed them olfactory pores on the basis of h isto log ica l evidence. 
Until their function has been defin ite ly  determined^ it  seems prefer­
able to re fe r to them as sensoria, a general term applicable to 
sensory organs having this external structure. On the head capsules 
of Acronycta americana, Prodenia o rn ith o ga lli, je l t i a  sp. , and 
Oirphis unipuncta he found respectively 14, 12, 20, and 26 sen­
soria. The smaller of these are often d if f ic u lt  to see, being 
nearly inv isib le  where the head is  black, as i t  is  in the f i r s t  of 
these species. In Prodenia it  is  large ly  so, and in n e ltia  there 
is  much less dark coloration, whereas the head of Oirphis unipuncta 
is ligh t colored. This suggests that the number found might depend 
upon v is ib i l i t y  rather than on actual existence. The aafrontal 
sensoria are usually large and prominent, the two on the front 
being smaller, although generally conspicuous. Hut two are usually  
noticeable on the cephalic aspect o f the epicranium, the u ltra ­
posterior pores of Mclndoo. One is  frequently prominent on each 
side o f the labrum. On the caudal aspect only one is ever con­
spicuous in noctuid larvae, the genal pore of this investigator. 
These twelve sensoria are the only ones o f service to the taxonom­
is t ,  the others being very minute and p ractica lly  inv isib le  when 
located on a black coloration. It is  convenient to number them
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according to the system followed with the setae, prefixing the 
abbreviation sen, for example, sen v 2, sen a, etc.
'i'he variation in position of the setae and sensoria with
reference to one another furnishes several important characters.
>
It  has already been noted that a contraction o f the dorsal portion 
o f the epicranium has taken place in certain members of the Agro- 
tinae, hadeninae and Acronyctinae in correlation with the horizontal 
position of the head and cephalic direction of the mouthparts, the 
extent of the development of this condition finding conspicuous 
expression in the length o f the epicranial stem relative^that of the 
front, i'he shortening of the dorsal portion of the epicramium has 
resulted in the crowding together and migration cephalad and 
ventrad of the setae and sensoria o f this region. In this type of 
head we find o 3 and sometimes o 2 on the cephalic instead o f on 
the dorsal aspect and v 1 and v 2 much farther ventrad than usual, 
is'igs. 2, 17, and 16, PI. represent respectively the development 
o f th is specialization from the typical condition found in Qirphis 
unipuncta. ihe migration ventrad o f the occip ita l setae and of v 1 
appears to be the f i r s t  step in this direction, v 2 remaining in 
its  normal position. As the shortening of the dorsal portion of 
the epicranium has progressed, v 2 has also become involved, v 1, 
sen v .2 and v 2 retaining the sema relative position but moving 
ventrad as a group with reference to the adfrontal setae. This 
process indicates that the contraction of this portion of the ep i­
cranium has progressed from the dorsal margin toward the ventral 
portion of the head. Since the longitudinal position of the setae 
of this region is  correlated with the re lative  length of the epi-
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cranial stem, the taxonomic value of characters based on either of 
these two conditions would be the same. As already stated, post- 
embryological evidence shows conclusively that variation in the 
length of the epicranial stem is not so fundamental as it  appears 
to be in the basis o f morphological study, providing a means of 
separating groups usually no larger than genera. It  is  sometimes 
merely of specific importance.
We cannot agree with uampf's assertion that the position  
of the setae of the head furnishes characters o f greater importance 
than does the location of those of the trunx. lUagardh and Heinrich 
have shown that the head-capsule of the lepidopterous leaf-miners 
has been markedly affected by their peculiar mode of l i f e .  It  
w ill  be demonstrated in this paper that the subterranean habit, 
even when not well developed, is  accompanied by distinct structur­
a l modifications o f the head, which necessarily a ffect the position  
of the setae, i'hose of the trunk, on the other hand, are not 
subject to changes in location induced by minor b io logica l va ri­
ations. i'here are a number o f variations in setal position which 
appear to be uninfluenced by the shortening of the epicranial stem.
V 1 varies from distinctly  mesad d ig .  2, PI. ) to d istinctly  
la te ra l (P ig. 16, PI. ) o f a line drawn through v 2, p a ra lle l with 
the meson, the la tter condition being the more common. In a l l  
the subfamilies examined, except Agrotinae and Hadeninae, v 1 
ranges, apparently acconding to the genus, from a position on this 
line to one considerably la te ra l o f i t .  In Aephelodes emroedonia, 
uirphis unipuncta. U. phragmitidicola. and 0. (?) pseudargyria 
v 1 is  d istinctly  mesad of v 2, whereas in the closely related
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species, Meliana a lb ilinea  these setae are on the same longitudinal 
lin e , sim ilarly  in Lycoohotia infecta v 1 is  mesad, in margaritosa 
s ligh tly  heterad of v 2. In hoctua bicarnea v 1 is  mesad, in 
c-nigrum and clandestina late rad. This character promises to he 
an important one for the separation of genera and species, although 
it  sometimes presents considerable individual variation.
Most commonly throughout lepidopte rous larvae these setae 
are in approximately the same longitudinal lin e , this condition 
being apparently the generalized one. The la te ra l migration of 
v 1 appears to be correlated with.a widening of the head. This 
specialization is  most marked in certain tineid larvae whose heads 
are figured by T'orbes. Dampf's excellent figu res .o f cerain psychid 
larvae reveal a sim ilar condition, v 1 being so very minute, how­
ever, as to^easily overlooked. In like manner the migration mesad 
of th is seta seems to resu lt from a narrowing of the head. It has 
been found to occur mesad of v 2 only in certain iioctuidae and 
Sphingidae.
The position of the adfrontal sensoria with reference to 
a 1 and a 2 exhibits some useful variations, although this struc­
ture is  frequently in v is ib le  in alcoholic specimens. In the great 
majority o f lepidopterous larvae the adfrontal sensorium is  
located ventrad o f ad 1 about one-third of the distance from ad X 
to ad 2. This is  the typical condition in the Noctuidae. The 
location of this sensorium varies within the family from one-sixth  
to one-half <bf this distance ventrad of a 1. This character seems 
to be fa ir ly  constant within a genus, although both extremes may 
occur within the same subfamily, it  is  frequently subject to
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considerably individual variation. In Feltia , Caenurgia, and 
Cirphis the sensorium is  usually close to a 1, whereas Sidemia, 
Epizeuxis, and Papaipema present the dpposite extreme where the 
adfrontal sensorium is  located mid-way between the two setae. The 
former condition may be due either to the migration ventrad of a 1 
in correlation with the shortening of the epicranial stem, as in 
Feltia  (F ig. 15, PI. ) ,  or to the sh ifting dorsad of the sensorium, 
as in Caenurgia, where this suture is  long. The other extreme may 
result from the migration dorsad of a 2 exemplified by Platyhypena 
scabra. Papaipema nebris , and Epizeuxis lu b r ic a lis . The extent of 
the development o f the la tte r  condition is  most conveniently ex­
pressed in terms of the position o f a 2 re lative  to f  and a 1.
This promises to serve as an important generic character. The 
sensorium varies in transverse position from adjacent to the epi­
cranial arm to ha lf way across the adfrontal so lerite . The individ­
ual variation in this respect, however, is  often so great as to 
render questionable the use of this character. It seems lik e ly  
that these variations associated with the adfrontals are the exter­
nal expressions o f the extent of development of the parademes of 
the epicranial arms.
The line through v 8 and v 9 is usually p a ra lle l to the 
meson in the IToctuidae, a condition of most frequent occurrence 
throughout the order. In the Catocalinae examined, however, v 8 
is  d istinctly  la te ra l of y 9 and in Fe ltia , Rhodophora, and certain  
species of Cirphis it  is  c learly  mesad. Since slight differences 
in the aspect from which the head is  viewed cause considerable 
change in the apparent transverse position of these setae, it  is
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unsafe to employ this variation in separating groups except where 
extreme conditions are presented.
The position of f  1 re lative  to that of the fron ta l sen- 
sorium varies extensively within the Hoctuidae, both longitudinally  
and transversely, presenting differences in these two respects 
which are almost as pronounced within the family as throughout the 
entire order. Most commonly in lepidopterous larvae, especially  
in those of the more generalized fam ilies, the setae and sensoria 
of the front are on about the same transvers lin e , this condition 
being apparently the ancestral one. In certain Sphingidae and 
Ceratdcampidae figured by Forbes the setae are s ligh tly  ventrad o f  
the sensoria, a condition rare ly  found in the IToctuidae. The great 
majority o f the larvae o f this family exhibit a migration dorsad 
of f ,  due apparently to a lengthening of th is portion o f the front. 
The related fam ilies Cieometridae, Notodontidae, and Arctiidae do
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not typ ica lly  present this condition. It has arisen , however, in 
a number of remotely related fam ilies in a p a ra lle l manner, being 
commonly found in the Microlepidoptera, according to Heinrich.
The general occurrence o f f  markedly dorsad of the sen- 
sorium in the Noetuidae leads us to conclude that this is  the 
generalized condition fo r  the family, although not fo r  the order.
In certain nocfuid genera: a secondary shortening of the ventral 
portion o f the froi$has resulted in the migration ventrad of f ,  
so that it  has secondarily reached a location in line with the 
sensoria, the ancestral position fo r  the order. Postembryoiogical 
evidence supports this interpretation, as ?/ill be shown la te r.
The subterranean members o f the Agrotinae, Hadeninae, and
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Aeronyctinae, which exhibit the secondary shortening on uhe dorsal 
portion o f the epicranium previously mentioned, uniformly reveal 
this condition. She contraction of the cephalic portion of the 
head in these forms has evidently involved the front as w ell as 
the vertex. In a few instances, however, exemplified by hephelodes 
emmecionia and (Jirphis pnragmitidic o la . we find the setae and 
sensoria in line, although the epicranial stem is  moderately long. 
This indicates that the secondary shortening o f the front may 
develop independently o f the contraction of the dorsal portion of 
the head. The la tte r  process, however, has apparently never taken 
place unaccompanied by the former. It  seems lik e ly , therefore, 
that the shortening of the ventral portion of the front represents 
an incipient stage in the general contraction o f the cephalic 
aspect o f the head which is  always found in noctuid larvae with 
subterranean habits. As w i l l  be shown la te r , the members of the 
closely related genera Oirphis and Hephelodes generally exhibit a 
number o f characteristics which appear to represent an early stage 
in the evolution o f this specialized mode o f l i f e .  . The longitudinal 
variation in the location o f  f  re lative  to that o f the sensoria 
provides an excellent generic character.
The transverse position of f  varies markedly throughout 
the order. Three species of Hepialus examined represent an extreme 
condition where the seta is  mesad of the sensorium, which is not 
found elsewhere so fa r  as known. In Swain's figures o f Sthenopis 
thule the sensorium is unfortunately omitted. Very often the 
longitudinal line through f  approximately bisects the transverse 
line between the sensorium and the epicranial arm. in the
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leaf-miners the seta is  frequently close to the suture, th is being 
presumable a specialized condition. It  is  possible that the oppo­
site extreme exhibited by Hepialus is  a generalization, although 
this point is questionable. Within the Hoetuidae the longitudinal 
line through f  most often bisects the line between the sensorium 
and the epicranial arm or divides i t  a l i t t le  nearer to the sen­
sorium. In Prodenia this seta assumes an unusually la te ra l position, 
being much nearer to the suture than to the sensorium. This char­
acter also seems to be o f generic value, although it  sometimes 
exhibits considerable individual variation . The extent of the 
development of the epicranial paraaeme is  probably the principal 
determinant of the transverse position o f f ,  the seta being drawn 
laterad with the deepening of this infolding.
Forbes has figured the labra of many species of lepidop- 
terous larvae , showing the extensive variation in position of the 
six setae and one sensorium on each side. These exhibit no strik ­
ing difference in location within the Uoctuidae, since their posi­
tion has not been affected by the specializations of the head cap­
sule and endoskeleton, which, as previously stated, have developed 
la rge ly  in correlation with specialization  of feeding habit. The 
condition which is  typical for the family (Fig. 2, PI. j is  the 
one most commonly found throughout the entire order. The chief 
variation  in position is  longitudinal. The location of the setae 
is  determined to a large extent by the shape o f the labrum. The 
most dorsal location o f 1 1 referred to 1 2 is generally correlated  
with the deeper lab ra l c le ft . The situation o f 1 2 relative to 
1 1 and 1 14 and the position o f 1 3 with reference to 1 4 consti-
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tute the most important characters.
i
Throughout the order 1 1 is  seldom ventrad o f 2, ranging 
from s ligh tly  to markedly dorsad o f 2, the la tte r  condition being 
the more typical. In certain butterfly  and sphingid larvae these 
setae are in the same transverse line, Hampf's two figures of the 
la rva l head of a species o f the psychid genus Bumeta represent 1 2 
as s ligh tly  dorsad o f 1 1 in one and d istinctly  ventrad of it  in 
the other. In two species of lalaeporiidae figured by this inves-t l
tigator 1 2 is dorsad of 1 1 in one and on a line with it  in the
i
other. I  2 is  markedly dorsad o f 1 1 in the tineid  Adela degefeella. 
The exceptional condition exhibited by th is la t te r  species is  
paralle led  in the Noctuidae by certain members of the specialized  
subfamily Hypeninae, notably Scolecocaurpa libum a and Platyhypena 
scabra. It is  questionable whether o not the unusual situation  
presented by these generalized larvae is  to be regarded as the 
ancestral one. It  seems more reasonable to consider the other 
situation where 1 1 is  d istinctly  dorsad of 1 2 as the generalized 
one, on the basis o f it s  general occurrence. There are some post- 
embryological data, however, which conflict with this view, i f  
they are given recapitulative significance.
The line connecting 1 4 and 1 2 passes either through 
or ventrad o f 1 1, except in some catocalas and certain Hypeninae, 
the distance varying considerably according to the genus. L 3 
ranges from a position markedly dorsad of 1 4 to one on the same 
transverse lin e , the la tte r  condition being rather uncommon. The 
lab ra l sensorium is  often conspicuous, assuming various positions 
in the neighborhood of 1 1. These characters, fo r  the most part,
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promise to be useful in the separation o f groups of genera,
On the caudal aspect o f the ventral portion o f the epi- 
cranium setae v 6, v 10, v 11, v 12, v 13, and sen v 4 present a 
wealth of variation in position of as great taxonomic value appar­
ently as that exhibited by any o f the setae of the head, figures  
9-12 show some of the more important differences, The shape of 
the triangle formed by v 13, v 6 and sen v -4 is  an especially good 
character. The distance of v 10 from the secondary postgenal 
suture is  also subject to much variation. The diverse trends of 
development of the parademes and o f the cervical folds o f this 
region are probably responsible for the differences in setal posi­
tion. These characters appear t o .oe among the more fundamental ones 
afforded by the head, applying ch iefly  to groups o f genera.
The conclusions yielded by th is survey o f the variation  
of the setal position in the noctuid la rva l head may be summarized 
as follows: Migrations o f the setae are the expressions o f con­
tractions, extensions, infoldings, and sh iftings of areas of the 
cuticle. The taxonomic value of differences in setal position  
depends upon the extent to which the changes in the head-capsule 
which have induced them are subj'ect to the influence of b io log ica l 
variations. Accordingly, the conspicuous variations in the long­
itudinal location o f the setae o f the dorsal portion of the epi- 
cranium and of the front are less fundamental than most other 
differences in setal position, since b io logical and postembryolog­
ica l evidence shows that the shortening o f this region does not 
carry considerable phylogenetic sign ificance. The location o f the 
lab ra l setae and of those of the ventral portion of the caudal
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aspect o f the vertex and the transverse position of those ox the 
cephalic aspect of the head furnish, on the other hand, more basal 
characters for the separation o f genera and larger groups, These 
are not so fundamental, however, as characters provided by the 
setae of the trunk, since the former express structural conditions 
which have developed to a much grater extent in correlatio with 
bio logica l specializations.
Antennae. -  The antennae of lepidopterous larvae appear 
to be generally uniform in structure and primary setal armature. 
I'hat of Cirphis unfpuncta may be regarded as typical for the order 
(i'igs. 19-21, PI. ). The antennaria bears a wide antacoria, which 
may be infolded or extended permitting the antenna to be either 
protruded fo r  its  fu l l  length or retracted into the head so that
J l
only the d ista l portion is  exposed. The f is t  two segments are
A
large, the third much smaller and the fourth very minute. These 
are separated by well developed coriae allowing free movement at 
the jo in ts. The d ista l end of the second segment bears five  
primary setae o f characteristic form, which may be named by com­
bining Roman and Arabic numerals, the former re ferring  to the 
segment, the la tter to the seta. The seta I I  1 is  the only one 
of these with a normal form; I I  2 is  extremely long and attenuate, 
being longer than the entire antenna; I I  3, I I  4, and I I  5 are 
conical, I I  4 being very minute. The d ista l end of the small 
third segment bears three conical setae, I I I  2 being midway in 
size between I I I  1 and I I I  3. A single attenuate seta is  carried  
by the minute fourth segment.
Forbes has shown that the f i r s t  three segments vary in
relative size and that the proximal one sometimes tears secondary 
setae. The figures of Dampf and Trfigardh are the only detailed  
ones of the antennae of caterp illa rs  known to the author. The 
fo/i'.er investigator directs attention to the difference in the 
relative  size of the conical setae in the Psychidae, where the 
condition is normal, and in the Talaeporiidae and the tine id Adela 
degeere11a, where these setae are unusually large. Trfigardh f i g ­
ures a most interesting series, representing the reduction of the 
antennae of leaf-m iners. The minute size of the d ista l segment 
together with the great development of the third and its  setae is  
apparently responsible for nis fa ilu re  to recognize this last seg­
ment as such, although it  is  d istinctly  shown in his figures. Most 
of the primary setae named -can be identified  even in these aberrant 
antennae. Packard's figures o f the la rva l mouth-parts of Erioceph- 
ala appear to show four well developed segments, a unique condition 
for the order.
Within the uoctuidae there appears to be no variation in 
the antennae of taxonomic value, except perhaps the amount o f chi- 
tin ization . This varies from very slight to very heavy, the 
heavier ehitinization being correlated with a darker color. The 
habit seems to bear no relation to the amount of ehitin ization , 
which varies according to the genus or sometimes within a genus.
Mandibles. -  The mandibles o f caterp illa rs  have been but 
l i t t l e  studied, accurate figures o f them being scarce in lite ra tu re . 
They are joined to the head immediately mesad of the antennae by a 
narrow majndaeoria and to the la te ra l margin of the maxillae by a 
wide maXaeoria. A large socket, the p reartis, on the
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cephalo-dorsal comer serves for the articu lation  with the precoila  
and a large globose condyle, the postartis, on the opposite comer 
f i t s  into the socket of the postcoila. A small caudal extensotendon 
and a large cephalic rectotendon provide attachment for the abductor 
and adductor muscles respectively, The le ft  and right mandibles are 
usually unlike, being formed so that the teeth or dentes of one f i t  
into the emarginations o f the other. Each mandible bears two large 
primary setae on it s  la te ra l aspect.
An examination of the mandibles, o f representatives of a 
number of remotely related fam ilies apparently ju s t if ie s  the con­
clusion that the five-toothed type is  more generally found in cater­
p illa r s  than any other. She several trends o f development in the 
order are represented for the most part within the IToctuidae, the 
five-toothea type being the most common. The five primary dentes 
are frequently supplemented by one or two smaller ones. These may 
appear on either cephalic or caudal end of the cutting edge but are 
rarely  i f  ever interposed between the primary teeth. The la tte r  
are often reduced in number, as TrSgardh has shown them to be in 
the leaf-m iners. In a few species of noctuias a l l  teeth have com­
p lete ly  disappeared. Cirphis unipuncta (F igs. 22, 23, PI. ) 
reveals a peculiar condition o f reduction where the most caudal 
tooth persists, the rest being aosent except fo r the two minute 
ones in the middle, which are absent in many individuals. The 
teeth which have been lost d i f fe r  according to the species, those 
on the ends being absent most frequently. Marked variations in 
their re lative size appears to represent various stages in the 
degradation of d ifferent dentes. Usually the median two or three
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are largest, although these are frequently exceeded in size by 
those o f either end. i‘he shape of the teeth also varies widely, 
ranging from narrow and pointed to short and blunt, Their bases 
may be contiguous so that the emarginations are angular or may be 
widely separated leaving a long smooth edge between them.
The mesal aspect offers even greater variation . Most 
frequently, perhaps, there are three or four t a l l ,  sharp, longitud­
inal ridges expending from the toothed edge to the base of the 
mandible. These may extend proximad either from the teeth or from 
the emarginations. The furrows between them may be deep or shallow, 
varying much in shape. Two types o f development appear to have 
arisen from this typical ridged condition, one a reduction resulting  
ultimately in the absence of' ridges, when the mesal surface becomes 
very concave, the other being characterized by the evolution of 
various projections, tooth-like or otherwise, which are usually  
located on the proximal ends of the ridges. The former condition 
is  usually correlated with a reduction of the teeth. In species 
where the primary ridges have been lost sometimes a secondary one 
extends across the proximal portion o f the mandible p a ra lle l to the 
d ista l edge (P ig. 23, PI. ). This edge is occasionally flanged 
when teeth are absent. Modifications o f the ridges have assumed 
various trends. Very frequently their d ista l ends are truncate and 
hollowed out into cups or pockets. They are interrupted rarely  by 
Y-shaped c le fts . The proximal ends of two ridges sometimes fuse, 
bearing occasionally a large projection at the junction. Tooth- 
like processes are often borne on the proximal ends o f the ridges 
when they remain separate. In some species a large suoeylindrieal
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projection bearing minute teeth is located at the proximal end of 
an unusually large ridge.
Numerous combinations of these conditions afford  a great 
range of variation in the mandibles o f noctuid larvae. Neverthe­
less, characters oased on these structures are usually merely of 
specific  value. Closely related species often presenting strid ing  
differences, in.the mandibles. lycophotia margaritosa, for example, 
exhibits the normal toothed and ridged type, whereas the mandible 
o f its  near re lative  infeeta is  devoid of both teeth and ridges. 
Those of Noctua c-nigrum and clandestina are quite typical, a l ­
though showing decided differences in the re lative  size of their  
teeth, while bicarnee has but one broadly obtuse tooth and a round- 
eo. projection on the mesal surface, no normal teeth or ridges being 
present. There seem to be comparatively few species with mandibles 
approximately a lik e , although sim ilar conditions appear in the 
most remotely related genera. Specific characters par excellence 
are fu*i|ished by the mandibles, They have been, however, almost 
universally disregarded in descriptions o f cate rp illa rs . No sys­
tematic use has been made of them except in one instance known to 
the author, where Crum/ separates two species on this basis. Their 
comparative morphology in the leaf-miners has, however, been treat­
ed by Trfigardh in his excellent paper previously mentioned. Color 
markings, which have hitherto afforded the principal recognition  
characters fo r  species of noctuid larvae, are less re liab le  than 
the structure o f the mandibles, since the former are often very 
variable and never entire ly  permanent in alcohol. The la tte r ,  
however, also show some individual variation .
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A ll  attempts to correlate the modifications o f the man­
dibles with the various feeding habits within the family have 
fa iled . leaf-feeders and borers, subterranean and non-subterranean, 
show no constant relation  between the structure of the mandibles 
and their peculiar modes of l i f e .  It seems evident that mandibles 
of diverse form can often perform the same function equa lly .w e ll, 
whereas those o f a particu lar design are frequently usea fo r eating 
different substances in d ifferent species. TrSgardh figures a 
series of the mandibles of leaf-miners representing tne evolution 
o f the abberant, horizontal, toothless type from the normal, per­
pendicular, five-toothed form, a conclusive instance of the correla­
tion of structure, and habit. P a ra lle l situations have been sought 
in the Noctuidae without success.
Maxillae. -  She great majority o f caterp illa rs present 
no strik ing variation in the maxillae, although a few exceptional 
conditions have been recorded. irSgardh has discussed certain  
modifications found in those o f the leaf-m iners. Packard's figures  
of the la rva l motith-parts of kriocephala represent three free  
segments o f tne maxillary palpus instead o f the two found in a l l  
fam ilies other than the Mioropterygidae. Differences exist in the 
relative size o f the segments in various fam ilies, as shown by the 
figures of Porbes. 'l'he noctuid la rva l maxilla is  typical for the 
order, presenting the highly specialized condition found in that of 
a l l  cate rp illa rs , l'he parts of this appendage have, in the 
author's opinion, never been correctly homologized with those of 
the maxilla of adult insects. In these larvae it  is  broadly 
attached to the ventral edge of the postgena for the entire extent
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of it s  proximal margin, which is  membranous except at the mesal 
end, where the small, erescent-shaped, chitinized part of the cardo 
is  located (i'igs. 24,25, PI. ). It  is  provided with two arms, one 
projecting meso-ventrad beneath the edge of the submenturn, and 
serving fo r  the attachment of muscles, the other extending proximad 
and ending in a small condyle, which f i t s  into a slight socket, the 
paracoila, on the edge of the postgena. The broad, proximal two- 
thifds o f each maxilla is  joined to labium by a labacoria, which 
is  so narro?/ that i t  appears as a suture. The la tera l edge of. the 
proximal portion o f the m axilla is  connected with the meso-dorso- 
proximal margin of the mandible by a wide maxacoria, which also  
extends along the proximal margin of the maxilla. The chitinized  
portion of the cardo mentioned is  divided by a transverse suture 
into subcardo and alacardo, a division not previously noted. The 
membranous portion of the cardo cannot be .distinguished from the 
maxacoria. The line separating the alacardo from the stipes 
assumes the form of a suture only near its  mesal end, the rest of 
it s  course being marked by a prominent fold  in the membrane, leaving 
a median chitinized area. The stipes is  the largest area of the 
maxilla. Its  entire cephalic aspect and the d ista l and proximal 
ends are membranous. It  bears two large setae near the middle. In 
the lioctuidae a prominent transverse secondary suture traverses the 
stipes between these setae. This suture also occurs in other 
fam ilies but varies much in position, being apparently associated 
with the edge of the chitinized region, korbes regards it  as 
primary, since he labels the sc lerite  distad of it  as pa lp ife r , and 
the one proximad of i t  as stipes. It is  absent, however, in many
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of his figures, hampf regards it  as secondary in his study of 
ease-hearing larvae. According to Berlese 's figure it  is absent 
in Acherontia, nor does it  occur in swain's figure o f the larva of 
Sthenonis thule.
The proximal segment which is  free from the labium is the 
fused pa lp ifer and proximal portion of the galea. Its cephalic 
portion is  membranous. A large seta is borne on the caudal aspect 
near the d ista l margin. herlese and hampf consider it  a pa lp ifer  
alone, while Forbes labels it  f i r s t  segment of the maxillary palpus. 
The next segment of sim ilar form, also bearing a large seta, is  the 
proximal one o f the palpus fused with a portion of the galea. I'he 
remaining two segments of the palpus are free , the d ista l one being 
provided with a number of minute sesory cones, the second often 
bearing a sensorium (F ig. 24a, PI. ).  The free part of the galea 
consists of one segment which is  provided with two d ista l cy lin ­
d rical structures, each of which terminates in a minute cone.
These peculiar organs are presumably sensory in function. A 
prominent sensorium is  also frequently located on this part of the 
galea. Just proximad o f the free portion on the mesal aspect there 
are three large flattened setae, which are often o f peculiar shapes, 
borne on a s ligh t, roxmded projection o f the membrane. This 
structure suggests a lac in ia  in a very vestigeal condition and is  
so regarded by hampf. herlese and hampf consider what we term the 
free portion of the galea as the fused galea and lac in ia , a very 
possible proposition, although seemingly inconsistent with the 
la t t e r 's  acceptance of a vestigeal lac in ia . Forbes, on the other 
hand, suggests that the two sensory cylinders may be the "d is ta l
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joints o f the galea and lae in ia ". Ee refers to the segment hearing 
these, however, as the proximal segment of the galea, not as fused 
galea and lae in ia , as it  must necessarily he, i f  his suggestion 
were correct. The fact that the lae in ia  is  never segmented in 
insects seems to preclude this interpretation. According to the 
views o f Berlese and Dampf the fused galea and laein ia  are borne 
on the f i r s t  segment o f the palpus, which is  evidently an impossible 
condition, since the palpus is  carried on the pa lp ifer and the two 
lobes on the stipes in a l l  maxillae known. This unusual fusion of 
the proximal portion of the palpus with the rest o f the maxilla 
was f i r s t  c learly  stated by i'orbes, although Sundevall hints at 
this condition as early as 1860. irorbes states that the third seg­
ment from the d ista l end appears like a true segment o f the palpus 
in Hepialus and quotes Packard to the effect that in Mieropteryx 
there are three free segments instead of two. In Packard's figures  
of kriocephala the same condition is  c learly  shown. This seems 
to indicate that the fusion of the palpus and galea has taken place 
within the Lepidoptera, the p a lp ife r , however, being fused with the 
rest of the maxilla in the ancestral larva of the order. It  is  
quite possible that the sc lerite  here named pa lp ifer may be but a 
portion of the stipes, the segment called the basal one of the pa l­
pus being the pa lp ifer, which would make the palpus two-segmented 
instead of three. In th is event the fusion has taken place only 
between galea and p a lp ife r , v/hich is  not such a marked departure 
from the usual condition as the former interpretation, where the 
f i r s t  segment of the palpus is  also involved in this fusion. The 
close resemblance of the sc lerite  labeled pa lp ife r to those which
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follow  i t ,  however, lends weight to the view that it  is  not a por­
tion of the stipes. The highly specialized nature ox the maxilla 
of the lepidopterous larva renders it  impossible with the material 
available to determine beyond question the homologies o f the parts 
of this appendage. The interpretations heregiven appear to be 
more consistent with our knowledge of the maxillae of insects in 
general than those previously proposed.
ITo variations of taxonomic value have been noted in the 
maxillae of noctuid larvae , except perhaps the extent of the chi- 
tinized areas. These d if fe r  apparently according to the genus, 
although they often present considerable individual variation.
Labium. - The labium of lepidopterous larvae exhibits a 
degree of specialization unequalled even by the maxillae. The 
homologizing o f it s  parts consequently presents a d if f ic u lt  problem. 
Its  condition in the Hoctuidae appears to fa ir ly  typical for the 
order, although certain types o f spinneret frequently occur within 
the family which are not generally found in cate rp illa rs . The 
labium lie s  between the two maxillae, it s  proximal two-thirds 
being joined on each side to the cardo and stipes by a labacoria  
which has been reduced in width to a mere suture. The submentum 
is  large, as it  is  in the larvae of other orders, and is  fo r  the 
most part usually membranous or s ligh tly  chitinized. It is broadly 
attached to the ventral margin of the postgenae for the entire 
width of its  proximal end by a narrow strip  of membrane. As 
previously noted (Page ), this specialized condition has been 
brought aoout by the extension me sad of the postgenae, so that 
they separate the labium from the cervix, which typ ica lly  bears
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this appendage in insects. The narrow strip  o f membrane which 
connects the postgenae and the submentum is  evidently a portion of 
the cervicoria, which has become separated from the rest by the 
unusual development of these sc le r ite s . The mesal portion of the 
submentum is  occasionally not borne by these postgenae, since in 
many species they do not extend to the meson. A subtriangular 
sole r ite  located in each latero-proximal comer of the labium is  
of very frequent occurrence throughout the order and is  apparently 
always present in the Noctuidae. Berlese does not figure these in 
his drawing o f the mouth-parts of Acherontia, evidently considering 
them as secondary, i f  they occur in this species. Dampf re fers to 
them as -postmentalst~flc3.ee, a term previously employed by Yerhoeff, 
also regarding them as secondary, while Forbes, on the other hand, 
believed them to constitute the submentum, although they are not 
represented in several o f h is figures of the lab ia  of cate rp illa rs . 
The interpretation of the latter investigator leads him to consider 
as mentum the large membranous region regarded as submentum by 
Berlese, Dampf, and by the author. The corresponding region in the 
coccinellid  larvae is  referred to as submentum by Gage and that of 
the saw-fly larva figured by Berlese is  so labeled. The absence of 
these sc le rites  in many lepidopterous larvae together with the fact 
that they are generally widely separated by the membrane and never 
constitute a single piece indicates tha^represent merely two 
strongly chitinized areas o f the submentum. They seem to have 
developed in correlation with the arms of the subcardines, whose 
chitinized portions lie  adjacent to these plates o f the submentum. 
The arms extend beneath the chitinized areas of the submentum and
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serve fo r  the attachment of' muscles, hence the advantage of these 
chitinous plates in the membrane adjacent to them. The membranous 
portion of the submentum always bears a pair o f large setae.
The mentum is  usually reauced or undifferentiated in
specialized lab ia , the submentum being w ell developed and the
stipula always present. In caterp illa rs the mentum is  not present
as a d istinct area being presumably fused with the stipu lae , which*
is  the condition apparently found^all coleopterous, trichoptenous, 
and saw -fly  larvae. In those of the Lepidoptera the stipulae  
usually consist o f a proximal chitinized ring and a d ista l membran­
ous portion, which bears the palpigers and the vestigeal glossae 
on which the spinneret is  located. This area is referred to by 
I'orbes but not' named, xvhereas Verlese and Dampf consider i t  as 
mentum. Just proximad of the base o f the spinneret on the caudal 
aspect there are a pair of minute setae.
The chitinized portion of the palpiger is  typ ica lly  an 
incomplete ring, the mesal and d ista l portions being membranous. 
Dampf has suggested that this structure may represent the basal 
segment o f the palpus, in which case the palpiger must be regarded 
as undifferentiated. It  varies much in width and shape throughout 
the order, resembling in some fam ilies a basal segment of the pal­
pus, but most often it  is  not c losely associated with rhis appen­
dage, assuming the form o f a semicircular sc lerite  lying in the 
membrane distad of the stipu la. The la tte r  condition is  presented 
by the Noctuidae. The mesal end of the caudal aspect o f this  
sem i-circular sc lerite  is  provided with two large sensoria. A 
reduction of the chitinized area mesad of the sensoria, which has
-
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frequently taken place throughout the order, has le f t  them on the 
mesal end of the sc lerite  , v/here they remain surrounded p a rtia lly  
or entirely  by chitinized rings, the remnants o f a more general 
chitinization. In the IToetuidae, where this reduction is  usually  
marked, the d ista l sensorium is  rare ly  completely surrounded, the 
ring being typ ica lly  broken on it s  mesal side.
The t?/o-segmented palpus has been correctly named by 
previous workers. The membrane which bears it  within the semi­
circular palpiger is  generally wide, allowing free movement of 
this appendage. Its proximal segment is  cy lindrica l, varying from 
stout to slender, the former shape being the most usual in the 
order and typical for the Noctuidae. It bears a terminal seta 
usually la te ra l of the d ista l segment, a minute cylinder situated 
on the membranous end of the proximal segment. A terminal seta 
is  also Dome by the d ista l segment. These two setae are apparent­
ly  of universal occurrence in ca te rp illa rs .
The spinneret is  located in the mesal portion of the 
membrane on the caudal aspect between the palpigers. The cephalic 
and la te ra l portions o f its  proximal end are surrounded by a semi­
circu lar sc lerite  of varying width and shape, resembling the 
palpiger, although much smaller. A pair of sensoria are borne on 
the caudal aspect of th is structure usually at its  mesal ends.
These sensoria are much smaller than those of the palpiger. A fold  
of memhrane often extends distad from th is sc lerite  surrounding 
the proximal end o f the spinning organ, the tube through which the 
s ilk  is  extruded. This fo ld  is usually much wider on the cephalic 
aspect, where it  may assume the form.of a long plate reaching
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nearly to the end of the spinning organ. Occasionally it  is  entire ­
ly  chitinized, when it  is  indistinguishable from the proximal 
sc lerite . The spinning organ varies extensively, presenting a 
great d iversity o f size, form, and modification which w i l l  be con­
sidered in detail later. It  ranges from entirely  membranous to 
large ly  chitinized, from very long and tubular to short and f la t .
The s ilk  duct opens at its  d ista l extremity.
Wide differences o f opinion have been expressed as to the 
homology of this peculiar organ. A number of workers, represented 
by Packard, regard it  as a modified hypopharynx, whereas Berlese 
and Pampf believe it  to be formed o f the fused glossae and para- 
glossae, the la tte r investigator even venturing to homologize the 
proximal sc lerite  with the paraglossa and the spinning organ with 
the fused glossae. It  seems very probable to the author, on the 
other hand, that this structure may have developed secondarily.
Those who regard i t  as hypopharynx appear to be misled by insuf­
fic ien t data. The s ilk  glands of lepidopterous larvae have reason­
ably been supposed to be the homologies o f the salivary glands of 
the adults. Lucas subscribes to the same homology in the Trichop- 
tera. The salivary glands of adult insects, soJfar as known to 
these investigators, opened at the base of the hypopharynx. 
Therefore, they reasoned, the s ilk  glands of cate rp illa rs , which 
they regarded as the homologues o f salivary glands generally, would 
presumably open on the hypopharynx, giving rise  to the b e lie f  that 
this structure had been modified into a spinneret. MacGillivray 
has shown, however, that the salivary dizcts of the Entoptera open 
on the glossae of the labium, wherever these structures can be
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identified , and not at the base of the hypopharynx as in the 
Exoptera, which was evidently the only condition known to these 
earlie r  workers. It seems questionable, therefore, whether these 
glands are homologous in the two superorders. However this may 
be, no evidence remains in support of the old view that the spin­
neret has arisea from the hypopharynx, which, as w il l  be shown 
later, is  otherwise represented in lepidopterous larvae.
The position of the spinneret is  that normally occupied 
by the glossae and paraglossae. It may represent the fusion of 
either or both of these lobes, althought it s  mesal position indi­
cates that it- is  derived only from the glossae. Dampf’s homologies, 
where he regards the paraglossae as represented by the proximal 
semi-circle and the alaglossa by the spinning organ are, therefore, 
open to some objection.
Certain b io logica l considerations lend weight to the 
view that the spinneret has developed secondarily, being without 
homologue in the typical insectean labium. Since the spinning 
habit appears in insects only in the larvae o f Entoptera, except 
in adult Embiidae, where the glands open on the legs, it  is ev i­
dently a secondary acquisition, which was not present in the 
ancestral insect. The widespread occurrence o f silk-spinning, 
however, in the larvae o f Lepidoptera, Trichoptera, Eymenoptera, 
and Diptera seems to ju s t ify  the conclusion that the common ances­
t ra l larva of these orders spun s ilk , although this habit has been 
lost in certain groups of each order, as Wheeler has shown i t  to be 
in certain fam ilies of ants. This acquisition has apparently 
developed furthest in the Lepidoptera, although it  is  possible that
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it  was at one time equally extensive in the other orders mentioned, 
having been subsequently reduced. So fa r  as known the spinneret 
is  well developed only in caterp illa rs , the opening of the s i lk -  
duct in silk-spinning hymenopterous, dipterous, and trichopterous 
larvae being without any well developed spinning organ and usually  
represented by a small aperture located near the d ista l end o f the 
labium and surrounded by a chitinized ring. The glossae or para- 
glossae are rarely , i f  ever, well developed in these larvae. The 
condition o f these structures leads us to suppose that they were 
probably vestigeal in the ancestral larva of these orders, from 
which we may reasonably conclude that they are not w ell developed 
in caterp illa rs. The spinneret, therefore, is  apparently a secon­
dary development which evolved in correlation with the extensive 
spinning o f s ilk . The proximal semi-circular sc lerite  in lepidop- 
terous larvae appears to correspond to the chitinized ring around 
the aperture in other orders and was apparently derived from the 
vestigeal glossae. Although these conclusions are by no means 
certain, they seem to be the most reasonable on the basis of the 
evidence availab le .
The variations presented by the labium and their taxon­
omic value in the Noctuidae w il l  no?; be considered. This appen­
dage o ffers more extensive variation in caterp illars that any other 
structures both in form of its  sc lerites and of it s  d ista l lobes, 
especially of the spinneret, hich exhibits the most diverse 
conditions. As Forbes has shown, the sc lerites of the submentum 
present considerable differences in the extent of their develop­
ment. In the Hoctuidae, however, they do not vary markedly, being
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typically  as represented in Oirphis unipu.ncta (Fig. 24, PI. ).
The chitinized areas which occasionally appear in the membranous 
portion of the submentum in other fam ilies are rarely met with in 
the noctuids. The width and shape of the chitinized portion of the 
stipulae varies considerably according to the genus (Figs. 24, ^8, 
31, PI. ). Much generic and some specific variation is also  
presented by the chitinized portion of the palpiger (Figs. 26, 28, 
31, 38, 44, PI. )• In the noctuids this sc lerite  exhibits a 
comparatively reduced condition and never appears as the basal 
segment o f the palpus as i t  does in some other fam ilies. The long 
and slender type of palpus occurring in a few groups has not been 
found in the Uoetuidae, this appendage exhibiting the stout form 
most common in the order. It varies, however, according to the 
genus or to larger groups in relative width and length and in 
the proportional size of the two segments. The setae o f the palpus 
present differences within the family in form, size, and position. 
The one borne on the d ista l end o f the proximal segment is  most 
usually located laterad of the minute d ista l segment throughout the 
order, although in certain noctuid genera it  has migrated around 
the cephalic side o f the d ista l end of the f i r s t  segment un til it  
appears mesad o f the terminal segment, as in Lycophotia margaritpsa 
(B'ig. 38, PI. ) ,  a process revealed by postembryonic development. 
This is  the only instance known to the author where a seta of the 
head or mouth parts appears to have migrated by i t s e l f  uninfluenced 
by movements of the cuticle. Forbes notes and figures an excep­
tional condition in an unnamed species of Gatocala where tnere is  
apparently an extra small basal segment of the palpus. A sim ilar
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development is  often present in the uatocalin&e due to the globular 
shape of the coria proximad of the basal segment. The situation  
figured by Forbes is  evidently due to the secondary chitinization  
o f this coria, the d ista l portion of the labium of this species 
exhibiting an unusual amount of chitin generally for a noctuid 
la rva .
In spite of the very extensive variety of form offered by 
the spinneret, the amount o f investigation which has been performed 
upon this interesting structure is  surprisingly meager. Beyond 
Lyonet's figures of the spinnerets of a species o f Catocala and of 
Thyridopteryx ephemeraeformis, two by Dampf showing the mouth-parts 
of case-bearing larvae, and a short series of the lab ia  of le a f-  
miners by 'i'ragardh, there are no detailed representations of the 
spinneret known to the author. Yet this organ probably presents a 
greater range o f variation than any other structure of lepidopte rous 
larvae. The proximal semi-circular sole rite varies much in width 
and shape, as Forbes has shown. It is  typica lly  broken on the caudal 
aspect, although its  mesal ends are often joined by secondary 
chitinization, as in Folia renigera (F ig. 31, PI. ). This con­
dition may exist in some groups as a primary one, since postembry- 
ological evidence indicates that the semi-circular sc lerite  was 
orig ina lly  a complete ring, it s  reduction having begun on the meson 
and proceeded laterad. ltd form varies much within the family 
affording generic and specific characters. The proximal fo ld , which 
assumes a great variety o f forms within the order, also exhibits 
marked differences within the family, ranging from membranous and 
founded, the more usual condition, to chitinized, long and pointed,
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when it  serves as a support fo r the spinning organ, which lie s  
caudad of it s  caudal surface (P ig. 32, PI. ). This is  the situa­
tion found by Dampf in the psychid genus Eumeta, which presumably 
led him to believe that this structure represents the paraglossae.
In three European species o f Hepialus examined the spin­
neret is  exceptionally long, tubular, and tapering, almost filifo rm , 
extending several times the length o f the la b ia l palp i. According 
to Packard it is  well developed in Micropteryx but his figures of 
the la rva l heads of Eriocephala, drawn from a few poorly mounted 
specimens, f a i l  to show any spinneret. Most commonly throughout the 
order i t  is  tubular, s ligh tly  tapering, truncate, and d istinctly  
longer that the palp i. It  is often supported by longitudinal 
chitinized areas, as in Polia renigera (Pig. 32, PI. ).  In certain  
groups, notably the Sphingidae, Noctuidae, and Nepticulidae, i t  is  
short, f la t ,  and stubby, frequently exhibiting a peculiar fringe in 
the two former fam ilies (P igs. 26,38, 39, 45, 46, PI. ). When 
of this type in the Hoctuidae the spinneret is  often emarginate on 
the sides so that an upper and lower lip  is  formed, the la tte r  
usually being the longer. The lower lip  may be deeply emarginate, 
as in Uirphis unipuncta (P ig. 27, PI. ) or b ilobed , as in many 
Agrotinae. Both lip s  or the upper one only may be fringed. A ll  
stages in the development o f the fringe are represented by various 
species of noctuid larvae. It appears to have developed on the 
upper lip  earlie st in phylogeny (Figs. 45, 46, PI. ), appearing 
later on both surface^ (P igs. 26, 39, PI. ).
With the exception o f the subfiliform  type of Hepialus, 
a l l  forms o f spinning organ observed in other fam ilies are
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represented within the Hoctuidae, this family probably presenting a 
greater range of variation in its  spinneret than any other. In the 
Agrotinae it  is  often much shorter than the palp i, f la t ,  with upper 
and lower lip s , and frequently bilobed or fringed, or it  may be long 
and pointed, as in Ghloridea. It ranges from long and slender to 
fa ir ly  stout and about equal to the palpi in length in the Hadeninae, 
being either truncate and fringed, as in Cirphis unfpuncta, or 
pointed, as in Meliana a lb ilin e a . Most commonly it  is  d istinctly  
longer than the palpi in this subfamily and is apparently never 
markedly shorter, as it  is  in the Agrotinae. In the species o f  
Cucullinae, Phytometrinae, and Hypeninae examined it  is  much longer 
than the palpi and usually tapering. It  d istinctly  exceeds the pa l­
pi in length in the Catocalinae, where it  ranges from stout to 
slender. The spinneret o f the Aeronyctinae varies from s ligh tly  
to greatly longer than the palp i, presenting an extensive variety of 
form. Larger groups of genera or even single genera may be often 
separated by characters based on the length and form of the spinneret 
more readily  than by any other means. The general type o f this 
organ is  usually the same for large groups. Some of the most 
fundamental and valuable characters for the taxonomic treatment of 
noctuid larvae are provided by the spinneret. The fa ilu re  of 
previous workers to appreciate the phylogenetic significance of its  
variations has probably been due to it s  small s iz e , which often 
necessitates the removal of the labium to allow careful examination. 
This operation, however, is  performed with the utmost readiness by 
means of a single stroke of a needle.
The types of spinneret within the Noctuidae, unlike those
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of the mandibles, can be large ly  correlated with b io logical char­
acteristics. The amount o f s i lk  employed as a protective covering 
for the pupa varies extensively according to the situation in which 
pupation takes place, type of location selected being generally  
characteristic for the taxonomic group. Noctuid larvae usually  
pupate either within a cocoon or a subterranean c e ll.  The cocoon 
may be fa ir ly  dense, as in many Acronyctinae and Phytometrinae, to 
very slight, as in the genus Eolia of the Hadeninae. It never 
approaches those o f the Satumiidae in density or in the amount o f 
s ilk  employed, being usually very ligh t, although often supplemented 
by foreign matter such as leaves or grass or by setae from the 
verrucae in Aeronycta, where these structures are present. Those 
which pupate beneath the so il, on the other hand, usually spin but 
a few threads, as in Cirphis unipuncta. or no s ilk  whatever, a 
condition exemplified by a l l  species of Agrotinae which have been 
reared by the author.
This reduction in the amount o f s ilk  used for a pupal 
covering is  also met with in certain other fam ilies, notably in the 
bu tte rflie s , where only a button o f s ilk  is  spun for the attachment 
of the cremaster, in the Sphingidae, which most frequently enter the 
so il to pupate, spinning l i t t le  or no s ilk , and in certain le a f-  
miners, which, according to Trflgardh, have lost th is habit in 
correlation with their protected habitat. The accompaniment of 
pupation beneath the so il or in sim ilarly protected situations by 
a marked reduction in the amount of silken covering, appears to 
be o f general i f  not of universal occurrence. It should oe noted, 
however, that the converse is  not true, the naked pupae of
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butterflies having developed other means of protection than subter­
ranean pupation.
An interesting instance of individual variation in the 
amount of s i lk  spun is furnished by four larvae of Polia lo rea .
Two were taken on the flo o r of typical I l l in o is  forest, the other 
two being collected on the following day on the p ra ir ie , about six  
miles from the nearest woodland. The la tte r  were feeding upon sweet 
clover, the former upon some plant not defin ite ly  known, probably 
Geranium maculaturn, but not upon any species of Trifolium, since 
none was present in the vic in ity . The t?/o larvae of the prairie  
spun, fa i r ly  dense cocoons, while a mere network of threads covered 
the pupae o f the individuals collected in the forest. A ll four 
pupated on the surface on the ground among grass on the same day 
under approximately the same'external conditions. Since both sexes 
were represented by those of the p ra ir ie , the difference in the 
amount o f s i lk  spun was not a sexual one. A question of consider­
able interest arises as to whether this striking b io logica l v a r i­
ation is  to be explained by the direct e ffect o f d ifferent food 
upon the activ ity  of the s ilk  glands or upon the basis o f physio­
log ica l adjustment to environment, the individuals of the prairie  
requiring more protection from the sun than those of the forest. 
Instances'of much less pronounced individual variation in this 
respect have been frequently noted with various species reared.
Contrary to what would perhaps be the natural supposition, 
the subterranean mode o f l i f e  frequently exhibited by noctuid 
larvae, exemplified by the cut-worms, appears to bear no definite  
relation to the habit of pupation beneath the so il. larvae which
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never enter the earth during the feeding period often pupate in 
earthen c e lls , while some species showing pronounced subterranean 
tendencies as larvae always spin slight cocoons among the deoris on 
the surface of the ground. Sim ilarly the Sphingidae, which usually  
undergo pupation in the earth, are never subterranean as larvae so 
fa r  as laiown. 'i'he habit o f pupation in the so il is  a fundamental 
one which remains constant throughout large groups, whereas the 
degree of development of the subterranean mode of l i f e  in larvae 
is  variable in closely related species, as w il l  be shown later.
Caterpillars which spin much s ilk  are generally provided 
with a long, slender, tubular, tapering spinneret. I'he short 
depressed type is  apparently found only in those groups whose 
larvae spin l i t t le  or no pupal covering. The Sphingidae and Noc- 
tuidae which pupate in earthen ce lls  and certain leai-miners which 
undergo this process in their mines without spinning s ilk  present 
this reduced type of spinneret. It  has not been found to occur 
where the spinning habit is  w ell developed. The general accompani­
ment in the hoctuidae of the short f la t  spinning organ by the 
marked reduction or entire loss of silk-spinning is  unquestionable. 
Some species with the long type o f spinneret, however, pupate in 
the so il, as instanced by Chloridae obsoleta. This condition is  to 
be expected in those species whose last instars spin s ilk  during the 
feeding period. Sidemia devastatrix has been observed by the 
author to spin a cocoon in which to undergo ecdysis, a peculiar 
habit, which, so fa r  as known, has not been recorded fo r any other 
cate rp illa r , except fo r certain leaf-miners studied by TrSgardh.
The peculiar fringe borne on the d ista l end of the spin-
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neret has been found only in noetuid and sphingid larvae with sub­
terranean pupae. Although the function of this strange modification 
has not been defin ite ly  determined it  seems probable that i t  is  
used as a brush to distribute a secretion of the s ilk  glands over 
the inner surface of the earthen c e ll.  Examination of the inside 
of these ce lls  seems to reveal the presence o f such a substance.
This lin ing serves perhaps to render the c e ll waterproof or to 
prevent i t  from crumbling. She burrows leading to the pupal c e ll 
of Chlor idea obsoleta have been observed to oe fo rt ifie d  with a 
similar secretion of unknown origin, although the spinneret of this  
species bears no fringe. Chapman observed that the thread spun by 
the f la t  short spinneret of the ea rlie r  instars of the leaf-m iner, 
limacodes testudo, assumed the form not of a thread but o f "a very 
thin ribbon", indicating that the sem i-fluid s ilk  may issue from 
the spinneret in different physical states. A microscopic study of 
the s ilk  of noetuid larvae, as w ell as an investigation of the 
comparative morphology of the press promises to throw ligh t upon 
th is question.
Both morphological and b io logica l evidence indicates that 
the long cylindrical spinneret represents the ancestral condition to 
a very marked degree in Hepialus, the well developed spinneret in 
Micropteryx, and the general occurrence of this type throughout a l l  
caterp illars seem to ju s t ify  this conclusiont As previously stated, 
the widespread distribution of the silk-spinning habit throughout 
trichopterous, hymenopterous, and lepidoptero^^s larvae and its  
appearance in those o f certain dipterous fam ilies indicates its  
development at an early phylogenetic period. Its absence
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or reduction in members of these orders may reasonably be regarded 
as a specialization. Since the loss or reduction of this habit in 
noctuid larvae, which is  evidently a b io logica l departure from the 
ancestral condition, is  generally correlated with the short, f la t  
spinneret, we must conclude that this type of spinning organ is a 
specialized one derived from the tubular type in correlation with 
subterranean pupation.
To summarize our conclusions regarding this organ: It is
probably a secondary structure without homologue in the lab ia  of 
insects generally. In the ancestral noctuid it  was long and tubular 
and functioned as a silk-spinning organ. Throughout certain larger  
groups of Noctuiaae it  has become reduced in correlation with the 
development of the habit of subterranean pupation. It  has often 
developed a fringe in such forms, which probably functions in lin ing  
the earthen c e ll with a secretion of the s ilk  glands. Subterranean 
pupation bears no direct relation to the la rva l subterranean mode of 
l i f e .  The former habit is  a re la tive ly  stable one, the type of 
spinneret correlated with it  remaining constant throughout large 
taxonomic groups and furnishing valuable fundamental characters for  
phylogenetic c lassification .
Hypopharynx. - The hypopharynx of caterp illars has been 
large ly  neglected, the sole morphological study of this structure 
having been performed by TrSgardh on the leaf-m iners, where it  
frequently presents a highly modified condition. The only detailed  
figures of the normal hypopharynx of lepidapterous larvae known to 
the author are those by fampf of two species o f caBe-bearing cater­
p i l la r s .  In lepidopterous larvae this structure is  more closely
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associated with, the labium than it  is  in insects generally. It  
assumes the form of a large membranous lobe lying cephalad of the 
labium and continuous with i t ,  and extending dorsad as a rather low 
mound forming the lower floo r of the prepharynx. A narrow sclerite  
continuous with the chitinized portion of the stipula extends 
longitudinally on each side o f its  proximal end, corresponding 
apparently to the lingula shown by Yuasa in his excellent figures 
of orthopteran mouth-parts. In many noctuid larvae the hypopharynx 
is  d istinctly  divided into a ventral portion, which follows the 
general contour of the labium, and a dorsal mound-like part, which 
resembles the subgusta in the Orthoptera (P I. , Pig. 25). Very 
often this division is  not c learly  marked, as in bampf's figure of 
the psychid Eumeta and in the noctuid hycophotia marparitosa. The 
question as to whether it  is  primary of secondary cannot be decided 
upon the basis of our meager knowledge of the condition.generally  
found within the order. It  is  very possible that the dorsal portion 
may be homologous with the subgusta of the Orthoptex’a, although the 
entix'e structure may represent the hypopharynx, in which case the 
division must be regarded as secondary.
The hypopharynx typically  bears numerous small setae, 
whose distribution, form, size and number vary greatly within the 
family, o ffering excellent generic and specific characters. They 
are rarely  apparently absent, as in Rhodopliora and Xylina or may, 
on the other hand, cover the entire d ista l portion of the hypo­
pharynx. Preqxiently the pubescence does not begin immediately 
Cephalad of the la b ia l palp i, leaving a glabrous area in this 
region, as in Monima, iipizeuxis, and Platyhypena. The setae may
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be approximately equal in length, as in Lycophotia margaritosa or 
longer toward the postpharynx, as in Hephelodes, or shorter in this 
region than the setae near the labium, as in Sidemia aevastatrix.
In Phytometra and Chloridea they are longer on the sides of the 
hypopharynx than in the middle. They may be sparse, as in Platy- 
hypena, hut are more often very densely distributed. They vary 
greatly in length, sometimes attaining that o f the palp i, as in 
Cirphis unipuncta (P I. , P ig, 26), but are most frequently much 
shorter, like those of lycophotia  margaritosa (P I. , F ig. 58), 
or stout and very minute as in Agrotis ypsilon (p i. , Fig. 44).
In lycophotia infects they are so short that the surface of the mem­
brane appears granular. Ho correlation between these various 
conditions and the feeding habit has been discovered. The function 
of these setae is  probably essentia lly  protective, although they 
may serve as sensory organs.
Epipharynx. - The epipharynx o f lepidopterous larvae is
membranoiis and continuous with the labrum on its  ventral and la tera l
margins and with the postpharynx at it s  dorsal end (P I. , Fig. 13).
It  bears a pair of narrow longitudinal sc le rites , the tormae, which
lie  entad of the ends o f the clypeo-labral suture. Three stout
primary setae are borne on each side in the membrane near the
/
ventral margin. A fourth minute seta figured by' Dampf in the 
psychid genus Eumeta has not been found in the Hoctuidae. Ho 
modifications of the epipharynx, such as those which occur in the 
leaf-m iners, have been encountered in the family, neither the 
form of the torma nor the position of the setae is subject to 
marked variations.
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Trunk. - The trunk of the noctuid larva is  in general 
typical for a l l  caterp illa rs. Immediately caudad o f the head there 
is  a membranous cervix, which, on the basis o f embryological ev i­
dence, may reasonably be regarded as representing the metamere to 
which the labium morphologically belongs. The trunk is  considered 
as consisting o f thirteen distinct segments, three thoracic and 
nine abdominal. The anal segment is  divided by the anal opening 
into a dorsal and a ventral region. This caudal segment is  composed 
of a questionable number of somites. Fracker assents, on the basis 
of a study of the position o f the setae of full-grown hepialid  
larvae and of caterp illars in general, that but one somite is  
represented by the anal segment. Mflller, on the other hand, 
observed in 1886 that the f i r s t  instar o f Hepialus showed a distinct 
division of this region into two segments. This observation has 
recently been confirmed by Sehierbeek. Embryology, moreover, 
provides weighty evidence in support o f the view that there are 
eleven abdominal somites in c a te rp illa rs .' Handlirsch concluded 
that the abdomen of insects generally consists o f eleven metameres, 
and Tichomiroff found this number in the embryo of Bombyx mori.
The bulk of the evidence indicates that the anal segment represents 
a fusion of the tenth and eleventh abdominal somites. It  is  
convenient to designate the segments of the trunk by numbers, using 
Homan numerals for the thorax and Arabic ones for the abdomen.
As in the great majority of cate rp illa rs , there are three 
pairs o f w ell developed thoracic legs. Segments 5, 6, and 10 always 
bear uropods, 5 d iffe rin g  in this respect from that of geometrid 
larvae. Uropods are most commonly borne on segments 5 and 4 as
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w ell, although those of 3 are usually lacking in the Hypeninae. In 
other words, either two, three, or four pairs of median uropods may 
be present, the cephalic one or two pairs being undeveloped in 
certain groups.
Spiracles occupy the positions in which they are generally  
found in cate rp illa rs , the mesospiracles having migrated onto the 
prothorax, the one belonging morphologically to th is segment no 
longer existing as such. The metaspiracles are not developed.
Those of the f i r s t  eight abdominal segments are always present.
Body form. - The general shape of noetuid larvae varies 
quite markedly according to the genus or to larger groups. The 
Oatocalihae'are typically  slender, Gaenurgia erechtea representing 
an extreme instance of this type o f body form. The Agrotinae are 
usually stout and short, a condition often met with also in Haden- 
inae and Acronyctinae. frequently the thorax tapers abruptly toward 
the head, as in Phytometra and to a lesser degree in Noctua and 
Prodenia. The diameter of the segments usually becomes d istinctly  
smaller toward both ends o f the body in Catocala. Another type of 
body form is  exemplified by Pyrophila, where the caudal segments are 
conspicuously enlarged. In Pyrrhia umbra segment 8 is  unusually 
large. The relative diameter o f the segments may be most conven­
iently  and accurately expressed in descriptions by arranging the 
ntimbers which re fer to them in a series from largest to smallest 
segments, including in parentheses those which are equal or sub­
equal. Thus, (5 ,6 ) (4 ,7 ) (1 ,2 ,3 ,8 ,9 ,10) I I I ,  I I ,  I ,  expresses the 
typical form of a larva o f Phytometra,. largest in the middle and 
tapering prominently toward the head, 5 and 6, 4 and 7, and so on
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being subequal.
Sole rites of Trunk. - There are but two sole r ite -lik e  
areas o f frequent occurrence on the trunk of noctuid larvae, one of 
which occurs on the pronotum, the other being occasionally met with 
on the dorsal aspect of the anal segment. The former has been 
referred to by previous workers as the cervical shield, the la tte r  
as the suranal p late, fo r  the sake of consistency the term pro- 
parma, signifying the shield of the prothorax w il l  be used in this  
paper to apply to the thickened portion of the pronotum. Sim ilarly  
the suranal plate w il l  be referred to as the anaparma. The circu lar  
heavily chitinized areas which often surround the bases of certain  
setae, sometimes attaining su ffic ient development to resemble sc ler- 
ite s , can be more conveniently considered later in connection with 
the setae.
In a l l  noctuid larvae examined the prothoracie shield is  
d istinctly  separated from the rest of the pronotum by a more or 
less conspicuous fo ld , even when it  is  not d ifferentiated  by the 
nature of its  surface or by color. This fo ld  resu lts from the 
thickness o f the cuiticle o f the shield, which is  greater than that 
of the surrounding cutic le. The plate may be colored like the 
corresponding region of other segments, as in Ueramiea p ic ta , but 
is  very rare ly  subject to the various types of sculpturing of the 
cuticle commonly found elsewhere on the trunk. It usually remains 
smooth regardless o f the physical state o f the general body surface. 
In many species of a l l  subfamiles exclusive of the Phytometrinae 
and Catocal/inae the proparma is  heavily chitinized, brown, and 
shiny. When of this type it  is often traversed, however, by light
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colored stripes which are continuous with those of the body-color­
ation.
This structure functions essentia lly  as a protection  
against the substance into which the larva burrows, whether earth, 
pith , or wood, as Evidenced by the fact that i f  is  heavily ch itin - 
ized only in species with burrowing or subterranean habits, being 
most extensively developed generally in the former, it  may present 
this hard and shiny condition in larvae which enter the so il only 
to pupate, as in oirphis  unipuncta. This type of proparma is  never 
found in the lea f-eating , non-subterranean Catocalinae and Phyto- 
metrinae. Its structure usually remains constant within a genus, 
although it  may present considerable difference in closely related  
species which have developed the burrowing tendency to d ifferent  
extents. Polia meditata, which is  decidedly subterranean, presents 
a hard shiny p la te -lik e  proparma, whereas legitim a, which is  
s ligh tly  subterranean, and Ceramica p ic ta , which rare ly  enters the 
so il except to pupate, exhibits shields sim ilar in structure to the 
general body surface. In like manner in the Hypeninae the le a f ­
eating Plathypena scabra has a shield differentiated only by its  
lim iting fo ld , while in Scolecocampa libu m a , burrowing in dead 
wood, i t  assumes the form of a heavily chitinized plate. Many such 
instances might be cited, leaving l i t t le  room for doubt as to the 
functional significance of this structure. Although of widespread 
occurrence in lepidopterous larvae, i t  appears to be a special 
structure rather than the homologue of any sc lerite  of the pronotum 
of adult insects.
The anaparma, unlike the proparma , is  not of universal
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occurrence in the family, being d ifferentiated from the surrounding 
area only by the structure of it s  surface or by color. Since i t  is  
not bounded by a fo ld  of constant position, as is the la tte r , it  
varies much in shape and extent. It is  most developed in the borers, 
being usually less heavily chitinized or entirely  undifferentiated  
in the subterranean forms. It has not been found in leaf-feeders  
which do not enter the so il. The stalk-borer, Achatodes zeae, 
presents the most highly developed anaparma of any noctuid exam­
ined, where it  is  not only very hard and heavily chitinized but 
bears a number of prominent projections on its  caudal margin. The 
condition of th is structure, like that of the proparma, is  co rre l­
ated with the extent of the development o f the burrowing habit.
It appears, however, to represent a more advanced stage in the 
evolution of this mode o f l i f e ,  appearing only in larvae which bore 
into wood or pith or in those with a marked subterranean tendency.
It is  undoubtedly a secondarily differentiated region, not a 
primary sc le rite .
Cuticular Sculpturing. - The microscopic sculpturing of 
the cuticle of the trunk o ffers considerable variation within the 
family, frequently the surface appears perfectly  smooth under high 
magnification, as in Girphis, Gonistra, and Monima a l i a . The lustre  
varies even when the surface shows no sculpturing, ranging from 
shiny to dull. Very often a minute roughness of the cuticle can 
be discerned under high magnification, which varies in appearance 
according to the shape o f the microscopic projections. The surface 
may resemble cobblestone pavement, ad in Gucullia asteroides and 
Polia meditata or it  may reca ll the skin of a crocodile, as in
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CTephelodes emmedonia. In Papaipema nebris it  is  fin e ly  pitted, in
Oatoeala grynea minutely granulate. In many species the projec-
'
tions attain  su ffic ient size to oe distinguisned under a much lower 
magnification, sometimes as low as twelve diameters. These larger  
structures are occasionally'accompanied by much smaller ones, which 
can be discerned only under the higher powers of the microscope.
In Agrotis ypsilon and F e ltia  subpothica the large projections are 
sem i-spherical, the spaces between them being occupied by minute 
pimples, whereas in g lad iaria  only the larger ones are present, 
adjoining one another in such a manner as to give a pavement-like 
aspect under low magnification. Polia meditata presents a sim ilar 
appearance only when highly magnified. There is  apparently no 
Justification for Crumb's use of the terms primary and secondary 
in connection with these large and small projections. It is  possi­
b le , however, that more extensive study w i l l  show that certain of 
these projections are secondary in origin . Those in Epizeuxis 
lu b r ic a lis  assume the form of crosses or stars, producing a re tic ­
u lar sculpturing when they are close together. In Po lia  renigera 
they are papilliform  and exceptionally large, being c learly  v is ib le  
under a magnification of only twelve diameters. The projections 
in rfoodophora gaurae, Ohioridea ousoleta, and Phytometra biloba  
range from sharply pointed thorn-like cones to setiform spinulae. 
They are never provided with calyces, however, being merely pro­
jections of the surface which bear no direct morphological re lation  
to setae.
Valuable specific  characters are furnished by the cutic- 
ular sculpturing, ttrhich occasionally provides the only know means o f
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specific determination o f noctuid larvae. It  is  especially  ser­
viceable in i'e lt ia  and its  a l l ie s ,  as shown by Crumb in his key to 
fourteen species of cut-worms a ffecting  tobacco. Likewise the only 
re liab le  characters found by the author fo r separating certain  
species o f Phytometra are based on the surxace sculpturing.
No definite relation  between the microscopic structure o f  
the surface o f the cuticle and the mode o f l i f e  has oeen noted. 
Borers, subterranean dwellers, and lea f-feeders which never enter 
the so il present both smooth and roughly sculptured members. The 
function o f these euticular projections is , however, presumably 
protective.
Trunk Coloration. - Noctuid larvae exhibit great v a r i­
ation in the coloration of the trunk. The Phytometrinae typ ica lly  
present what may reasonably be regarded as the ancestral condi­
tion fo r the family in this respect, Deing essentia lly  without
euticular pigment and appearing uniformly green due to the chloro-*
phyll in the blood. Segmentally arranged spots appear to predom­
inate in the Agrotinae, whereas no defin ite plan is  evident in the 
other subfamilies. The longitudinal stripes commonly encountered 
in the Eadeninae and Acronyctinae occupy fa ir ly  constant positions, 
so that is  is  sometimes possible to homologize them throughout 
large groups. Transverse zebra-like stripes like  those o f Hhodo- 
phora gaurae are re la tiv e ly  rare in the family. Forms which enter 
the so il are usually dully colored and ind istinctly  marked or, as 
in the very subterranean Sidemia devastatrix. they have lo st their 
pigment entire ly . The la t te r  condition is  generally met with also  
in the borers. These facts agree with the correlation commonly
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existing between dark habitat and reduction o f pigment
The cuticular markings are fa i r ly  permanent in alcohol. 
They serve essentia lly  as specific characters, but sometimes remain 
the same throughout a genus. The individual variation in coloration  
is  very frequently strik ing. The beautifu l colored plates of 
Barnes and McDonnough often provide means of determining larvae of 
Catocala on this basis. Descriptions of noctuid larvae, in the 
majority o f cases, deal essentia lly  and often entire ly  with color­
ation, most o f the more fundamental characters having been quite 
generally disregarded.
Trunk: Setae. -  A number o f the e a r lie r  students of le p i-  
dopterous larvae noted the defin ite arrangement oi certain setae 
throughout large groups, which led them to investigate the taxon­
omic value o f setal position. Mfiller in 1886 and Dyar in 1894 
published important works on this subject, the la tte r  attempting 
to make a table to the fam ilies of lepidoptera based on the setal 
pattern of the larvae. The distinction between secondary and 
primary setae was recognized by Mflller, Dyar subsequently introduc­
ing the term subprimary, which he applied to setae of general 
occurrence which are absent from the f i r s t  instar. The most 
extensive researches on the setae of the trunk have been performed 
recently by i'racker in 1914 and by Schierbeek in 1917. The former 
author has provided us with a most useful and easily  workable table  
for the identification  of c a te rp illa rs , exclusive of the boctuidae, 
in which work the setae play an important part. The la tter inves­
tigator pursued the subject from the morphological point of view 
rather than from the systematic one. These investigators disagree
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on the selection o f a primitive type of setal position, fracher 
regarding the prothorax as presenting the more generalized position, 
while Schierbeek gives reasons for considering the abdominal seg­
ments which bear uropods as the more prim itive. They hold different 
views, moreover, as to the homodynamies between thoracic and abdom­
inal setae. On at least one important point they agree, namely, 
that verrucae correspond to single primary setae, the former having 
been developed from the la tte r , and, in certain groups, having been 
subsequently reduced again to single setae, this process being a 
reversible one.
Inasmuch as an investigation purposing to settle the d is­
agreements of these two workers would involve a detailed study of 
the whole order, the disputed questions of homodynamy and primitive 
segments cannot be decided from researches on the IToctuidae alone.
It is  consequently not a part of the plan of this work to discuss 
these points. The treatment o f the setae of the trunk here present­
ed w i l l  be confined ch iefly  to a discussion of the variation in the 
setal pattern o f noctuid larvae, exclusive o f those which bear 
verrucae, as in Acronycta. These forms with tu fts of setae are 
confined within the family to this genus and to a few a llie d  ones 
of l i t t le  importance. They have been monographed by Smith and Dyar 
to the number of about f i f t y  species. Since thay present various 
stages in the development and reduction of verrucae, these genera
promise a rich f ie ld  for the study o f the evolution of setal tu fts .
O
Of the various systems o f naming setae which have been 
proposed, that o f  Fracker is  undoubtedly the most satisfactory.
As Schierbeek states, the older system of numbering them has
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resulted in so much confusion that any further schemes employing 
numerals would only increase our d if f ic u lt ie s . He rejects Fracker's 
Greek le tte r  system apparently because he disagrees with the homo- 
dynamies proposed by this author and proceeds to apply names 
descriptive of the location of the setae to which they re fe r. We 
f a i l  to understand why a difference of opinion as to homodynamy 
should render advisable the addition of yet a new system to our 
already superfluous supply, 1'he fact, moreover, that particu lar  
setae may be located in widely d ifferent positions according to the 
segment and to the species opens to objection a l l  terms descriptive 
of position. Schierbeek would change the name of the setae in 
instances of this sort, maintaining that a nomenclature should 
provide a simple means o f describing larvae, rather than o f indicat­
ing questionable homologies. Inasmuch as the general progress of 
a l l  morphology and of taxonomy, which should always be based on 
morphology, depends large ly  upon the correct homologizing of 
structures, we can by no means accept this view, even in cases 
where the horologies indicated by the nomenclature are doubtful.
'i’he shortness of the names of Greek letters compared to the very 
long ones proposed by Schierbeek also favors the use of the former. 
Furthermore, because o f the great u t i lita r ia n  value of Fracker’ s 
tab les, this system w il l  probably come into more general use than 
any other. lo r  these reasons it  w i l l  be used in th is paper so fa r  
as possible.. Schierbeek1s plan of naming the types of setal 
arrangement by numerals seems very commendable, no o.ccasion, 
arises, however, for using it  in this work.
Except for the marked differences in the development of
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verrucae exhibited so lely  within a few genera o f the Acronyctinae, 
the setae of noctuid larvae o ffe r  comparatively l i t t l e  variation. 
Certain minor variations in their number and situation, however, 
are of great phylogenetic significance because o f their fundamental 
nature’, figures 47, 48, and 49, showing the setal position in 
Ciaphis uni'ouncta, represent the typical condition for the family. 
The naming of the setae in these figures d iffe rs  s ligh tly  from 
tracker's  labeling of those of Fe ltia  g lad ia r ia . As c learly  shown, 
both by his own figures and by those o f the author, his tau on 7 
and 8 should be omega. She setae on the anal uropod are not named 
in h is figure of F e ltia , where their number and position is  quite 
different from that in hepialus. Consequently the le tters  used to 
designate these setae may not correspond to those in cracker's  
figure o f Hepialus, which, as he states, do not necessarily indic­
ate homodynamy with setae bearing the same names on other segments. 
She seta on the anal segment of Fe ltia  which apparently corresponds 
to his theta on Hepialus is  primary in the former, since it  occurs 
in the f ir s t  instar o f this species. Consequently it  should not be 
called theta, which is  subprimary according to Fracker. It  is  
referred to as kappa in this paper.
Certain minute setae are ommitted from Fracker's figure  
of F e ltia . Omega should be present on 1 and 9 and the minute setae 
labeled x in our figures were either generally overlooked by him 
or considered as secondary. These seem to have escaped the notice 
of a l l  workers but Forbes and Dampf in spite of their widespread 
occurrence in the order. The la tte r  figures them in the psychid, 
Eumetaj and the former in an unnamed noctuid and in Incurvaria,
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where he labels them xa, xb , xc and xd. They have been found by the 
author in nearljr a l l  noctuids examined and in the cossid Zeus era 
•pyrina, where thay are extremely minute. They are undoubtedly 
primary, since they have been seen in the f i r s t  instar of Cirphis 
unipuncta and of Phytometra brassicae. They most probably occur in 
a l l  newly hatched noctuid larvae, i f  not in those of a l l  caterp il­
la rs . Their extreme minuteness renders necessary a most careful 
search in order to locate them. The ventral two, xc and xd occur 
only on the mesothorax and metathorax and apparently correspond to 
the subprimary gamma o f I'racker, which, he states, is  primary on 
the prothorax. These setae perhaps represent a vestigeal verruca, 
the two together being homologous with one seta. In Hepialus there 
are three small setae in this region instead o f two, as Eracher has 
shown. Either one of both o f the minute setae xa and xb are present 
on a l l  segments but the prothorax and in the anal one in the Noctui- 
dae. Xa o f the mesothorax has apparently migrated onto the caudal 
margin oi the prothorax. These two setae appear to represent but 
one primary one just as a verruca corresponds to a single seta.
The homodynamy of these four minuue setae cannot be 
defin ite ly  established without involving an extensive study o f the 
setal patterns o f caterp illa rs  in general, especially of the f i r s t  
in sfars. Their position, nevertheless, suggests that homodynamy 
between alpha of the prothorax and xa plus xb of the following  
segments and between gamma of the former and xc plus xd o f the 
mesothorax and metathorax. I f  this be true, beta and delta of 
I correspond respectively to alpha and beta of the following seg­
ments, other homodynamies remaining unchanged. This interpretation
53m
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reveals a much closer sim ilarity  between the prothorax and other 
segments than that of Fracker, in which the minute setae were d is­
regarded. It  seeEis preferable , however, to retain the names of 
Forbes for these setae pending more extensive study on this ques­
tion.
Variations in the setal pattern of the prothorax are 
c learly  discernible and generally fa ir ly  constant for genera but 
they are so slight and grade so continuously that very l i t t l e  
taxonomic aid is  afforded by them, The location of beta varies  
longitudinally to some extent, ranging from a position on the 
transverse line of beta to one d istinctly  caudad o f it .  Rho exhib­
it s  some transverse variation, being either equidistant from delta 
and the spiracle, as in Polia meditata, or much nearer to the la tte r ,  
as in Nephelodes emmedonia. The situation o f epsilon with reference 
to gamma and to the spiracle o ffers the best character in setal 
position on the prothorax. In the Acronyctinae, Cucullinae, and 
Eadinae epsilon may be d istinctly  nearer to either according to the 
genus. It is  apparently always nearer to the spiracle on the Cato- 
calinae and Ehytometrinae, but ranges in the Agrotinae from a point 
equidistant to one much nearer to gamma. Epsilon also varies in 
position in the Eypehinae, being equidistant from gamma and the 
spiracle in some genera and nearer to the spiracle in others. Some 
longitudinal variation is  offered by epsilon, which may be s ligh tly  
or considerably caudad o f kappa according to the genus. Kappa 
varies s ligh tly  out quite constantly in transverse location, ranging 
from a point d istine ly  above the spiracle to one a l i t t le  below i t .  
The relative situation of eta, kappa and the spiracle with reference
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to one another d iffe rs  according to the group. Eta is  usually  
d istinctly  below kappa and s ligh tly  caudad of i t ,  being much nearer 
to kappa than to the spiracle. These setae may, however, he on the 
same longitudinal lin e , with kappa so fa r caudad that it  is equi­
distant from eta and the spiracle.
As in cate rp illa rs  generally I I  and I I I  are very sim ilar 
to each other, although they exhibit a quite d ifferent setal pattern 
than I ,  the arrangement on the former segments resembling rather 
closely that of the abdominal ones. Segments I I  and I I I  d iffe r  from 
those which follow ch iefly  in the longitudinal position of alpha 
and beta and in the situation of the setae occupying the region 
which bears the spiracle in other segments. One or both of the 
minute setae xa and xb, may be present in I I ,  th is point presenting 
individual variation. Both are usually present in I I I .  In I I  
beta varies from a position on the transverse line through alpha to 
one d istinctly  cephalad of i t .  The location of beta may be the 
same in I I I  as in I I  or it  may, as is  often the case, be a l i t t l e  
further caudad in I I I  (P I. , Eig. 48), the amount of variation, 
in this respect remaining the same fo r both segments. On both I I  
an d 'H I rho varies longitudinally from a point d istinctly  cephalad 
to one a l i t t le  caudad of epsilon, the la tter condition being most 
commonly found in the Agrotinae. A greater difference in position  
is  presented by beta, whieh||II may be either equidistant from alpha 
and epsilon or very much nearer to alpha, as in Catocala. Ori I I I  
beta is  usually further ventrad, varying the same amount as on I I .  
The position o f a line drawn through rho and epsilon with reference 
to kappa and theta furnishes one of the best characters on these
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two segments, 'i'he condition in this respect is usually the same on 
I I  and I I I ,  hut may he d istinctly  d ifferent as in Achatoaes zeae, 
showing that there has been some independent variation in the setal 
position o f these segments, notwithstanding their very sim ilar 
organization. In the Agrotinae and Catocalinae examined th is line  
passes nearer to theta than to kappa. It  may h-fc d istinctly  nearer 
to either one in the Eadeninae, Acronyctinae and Eypeninae accord­
ing to the genus. In the Phytometrinae it  is  usually equidistant 
from the two setae and ranges from a point equidistant to one much 
nearer to theta in the Cucullinae. The situation o f kappa, theta 
and eta re lative  to one another also varies su ffic ien tly  to provide 
some characters, kappa may he equidistant from eta and theta or 
very much nearer to eta. Most commonly i t  is  s ligh tly  but d istincly  
nearer to the la tte r , being especially  close to theta in the Cato­
calinae, Phytometrinae and Eypeninae, a group of subfamilies which, 
as w il l  be shown la te r , conform as a unit to certain other very 
fundamental characters. The size of the angle made at kappa by the 
lines kappa-eta and kappa-theta varies from 90 degrees to a very 
obtuse one according to the genus. The most marked variation in 
seta l position exhibited on I I  and I I I  is  furnished by xc and xd. 
Although ciosely associated, they vary not ohly relative to each 
other but also in transverse position with reference to epsilon and 
rhQ, ranging from a point a l i t t l e  above rho to one s ligh tly  below 
epsilon, the la tte r  condition having been found only in Achatodes 
zeae. Their minute size, however, would render impractical their 
use in tables. The fact that much greater variation occurs in the 
setal arrangement of these segments than in the prothorax would
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seem to support Fraeker's contention that the condition in this 
respect is  more primitive in the la tte r . The setal pattern of 
the mesOuhorax and metathorax, however, is  on the whole very 
uniform.
Abdominal Setae. -  The arrangement of setae of 1 and 2 
d iffe rs  essentia lly  from that o f the other abdominal segments only 
in the region where uropods are borne, in the following segments.
The setae which are normally borne on the uropods in 3, 4, 5, and 6 
are present in this portion o f 1 and 2. . The other setae of these 
two segments w il l  be considered la te r  in the general treatment o f the 
abdominal setae.which follows. Oa 2 teu is apparently alsays well 
developed, but it  has been found on 1 only in the Catocallinae, 
Phytometrinae and Eypeninae. Fracker figures it  in the f i r s t  
abdominal segment o f ffe ltia  g la d ia r ia , although the author has 
fa iled  to find it  in an abundant supply of material of this species. 
Omega, on the other hand, which is  omitted from his figu re , is  
apparently always present in the family on this segment, although 
very minute. The presence or absence of tau is  the most fundamental 
character discovered in our entire study of morphology o f the noc- 
tuid larva, making it  possible apparently to separate two large 
groups o f subfamilies on this basis’. The position of omega varies 
considerably in a transvers? direct ion according to the genus, it s  
minute size, however, renders it  inadvisable to use this variation  
in tables. Some diffez-ence in longitudinal location is  offered by 
sigma, which ranges from a position on the transverse line through 
pi to one d istinctly  caudad of i t .  The Oatocalinae apparently 
d if fe r  from other subfamilies in having the line nu-mu longer than
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the line pi-mu on 1 and 2, the opposite condition being d istinctly  
present in a l l  other larvae examined. On 2,and on 1 as ?;ell in 
those subfamilies where it  occurs, tau varies both longitudinally  
and transversely, furnishing good generic characters throughout the 
family. It may be nearer to pi or to sigma and varies from a point 
on the transverse line through p i;
Only one o f the minute setae xa and xb is  usually present 
on the abdominal segments although both are found in Ohloridea 
obsoleta and frequently the persisting seta is  associated with a 
minute spot, which evidently represents the vestige of the other.
She transverse variation in the location of xa with reference to 
alpha and be$a affords some phylogenetic indications, although the 
minute size of xa precludes the use of its  variations in tables. 
Typically th is seta is  further dorsad of beta on 1 than on 2 to 7 
inclusive, being most ventrad of a l l  on 8. This variation involves 
the migration of beta as much as that of xa. Two genera examined, 
Catocala and Xylina, a ffo rd  exceptions to the ru le, xa being further 
dorsad relative to beta on 8 than on 1. In a l l  other grouus inves-
;C  - ' :;y / . . ' 1
tigated xa is ventrad of the longitudinal line through beta, whereas 
in these two groups it  is  much dorsad o f this lin e , an instance of 
p ara lle l development.
The difference in the longitudinal position o f the sp ir­
acle with reference to the surrounding setae on successive segments 
in the individual fol^-ov/s a certain definite plan throxighout the 
family. On 1 the transverse line through rho ranges according to 
the group from a position d istinctly  cephalad to one a l i t t le  
caudad of the sp iracle. Hho is  c learly  further cephalad on
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segments 2 to 6 inclusive than &n 1, its  transverse line passing 
cephalad of the spiracle or tangent to ths cephalic margin, Segment 
7 presents approximately the condition found 1, the seta being 
further caudad than tfn 2 to 6, and ranging from a situation ceph­
alad of the spiracle tone caudad of i t .  Two exceptions to this  
general plan have been noted. In Sidemia devastatrix the condition 
o i l  and 7 does not d iffe r  c learly  from that in the intermediate 
segments and in Papaipema nebris 7 exhibits the same location which 
i t  occupies on 2 to 6, 1 d iffe rin g  from the rest as usual. The 
fact that 1 and 7 show much greater variation  than the intermediate 
segments indicates that the condition found on 2 to 6 is  the more 
prim itive. Evidently in 1 and 7 the spiracle has migrated cephalad 
of its  primitive position. In some cases this process has proceeded 
further An 1 and with other species in 7. The condition on 8, where 
the position of rho varies according to the group from a location  
cephalad to one caudad o f the sp irac le , reveals no uniform relation  
to that on other segments. Although these minor variations in the 
longitudinal situation o f the spiracle o ffe r points o f morphological 
interest they usually do not lend themselves read ily  to taxonomic 
application. The Catocalinae, however, apparently d if fe r  from a l l  
other groups within the family in having rho d istinctly  cephalad of 
the spiracle on 1.
The spiracle has also migrated in a transverse direction, 
as indicated by its  position with reference to the surrounding 
setae. In general i t  is further ventrad. on 1 and further dorsad 
on 8 than on 2 to 7 inclusive. Sometimes 7 and 8 present the same 
condition, as in Scolecocampa lib u m a , which is  to be regarded as
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a specialization, since 7 as well as 8 has departed from the prim­
itive  arrangement. In Sidemia 8 does not d iffe r  in the transverse 
position of the spiracle with reference to epsilon from 2 to 7, as 
it  does on the other genera examined. This may he reasonably con­
sidered as a generalization.
From this consideration of the position o f the spiracle  
i t  appears that segments 2 to 6 inclusive present the primitive 
condition, the spiracle having migrated cephftlad an 1 and 7 and 
either cephalad or caudad 6i 8 depending on the group. It has, 
moreover, shifted ventrad dn 1 and dorsad 8, remaining usually  
in the same transverse position dn 7 as in 2 to 6.
The taxonomic value of the transverse variation of kappa 
in caterp illa rs was e a r ly •demonstrated by Dyar. Alshotigh the situ ­
ation of this seta o ffers no conspicuous differences in th is family, 
it  varies su ffic ien tly  to provide some generic characters. It is  
usually much further ventrad of the spiracle on 7 than on other 
segments. Achotodes ,z.eae again affords an exception, having kappa 
further ventrad on 8 than on 7, the reverse usually being true. 
Differences in the location of eta and mu afford generic characters, 
especially  on 7, where they vary both transversely and longitudinal­
ly . The presence of pi on 5 and 6, is the only essential point of 
distinction between the setal arrangement of these segments and o f  
that of 3 and 4. Since th is primary seta has been lost on 3 and 4 
we are apparently ju s t ified  in concluding that 5 and 6 present the 
more generalized condition in th is respect. The transverse position  
of omega relative to pi and sigma varies considerably throughout 
the family, seemingly according to the genus. The very minute
4
A
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size of omega, however, unfortunately precludes the use of th is  
character in tables.
On 8 beta is  typ ica lly  much further dorsad than in the 
segments cephalad o f i t ,  presenting a specialized setal arrangement. 
The longitudinal line through alpha may pass considerably above beta 
or a l i t t le  below i t ,  the la t te r  more specialized condition being 
less frequently encountered. This character promises to be useful 
in the separation of genera and o f larger groups. Pi varies trans­
versely to some extent on 8 relative to mu and sigma, affording  
generic characters.
With the exception of the anal one , 9 may reasonably be' 
regarded as the most specialized segment with respect to setal 
pattern. Here the migration dorsad o f beta has proceeded much 
further than #n 8. The transverse location of alpha relative to 
beta and'rho varies according to the group, although presenting
considerable individual variation itf some species. 3ho may be
■
nearer either to alpha or to beta depending on the genus. The trans­
verse line through kappa may pass either caudad or cephalad of p i, 
both of these setae varying somewhat in their situation according 
to the group, although they provide no convenient characters fo r  
use in tables.
The setae o f the anal segment, which probably represents 
the fused tenth and eleventh abdominal somites, cannot be defin ite ly  
homodynamized with those o f other segments. Alpha, beta, and kappa 
vary a l i t t l e  in relative position according to the genus or in 
some instances within a genus. Zappa is most commonly equidistant 
from the other two, but may be d istinctly  nearer to Deta or less
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often s ligh tly  nearer to alpha. Both extremes have Been found 
within the genus Phytometra. The position of the setae on the la te r ­
a l aspect of the anal uropod is  perhaps subject to more striking  
variation than any other group o f setae on the trunk of noctuid 
larvae, An usually conspicuous sensorium, which Mclndoo has des­
cribed, also contributes to the taxonomic value of this region, 
varying considerably in situation relative to the setae. Eta may 
be nearer either to epsilon or to omega furnishing a basis fo r  the 
separation o f genera and larger groups, although occasionally show­
ing specific variation. Scolecocampa liburna presents an exception­
a l position of the sensorium, which is  distad of eta (E l. , P ig .53). 
In a l l  other species examined it  is  d istinctly  proximad o f the 
setae. The sensorium, eta, mu, and tau are frequently arranged so 
as to form the points of a diamond, which varies considerably 
relative length and width, according to larger groups. The line from 
the sensorium to tau is  usually longer than the one from mu to eta, 
although the reverse situation is  sometimes encountered. Either mu 
or eta may be nearer to the sensorium, so that the diamond is  often 
out of true. Mu varies in location with reference to the lines  
epsilon-eta and omega-tau, being nearer to either one. A ll of 
these variations appear to apply ch ie fly  to genera.
The principal resu lts of th is survey of the setal arrange­
ment o f the trunk of noctuid larvae may be summarized as fo llows:
The recognition of certain minute setae of apparently general 
occurrence in caterp illa rs  has suggested a new homodynamy between 
the setae of the prothorax and those of other segments, which, i f  
correct, shows much greater sim ilarity  between the arrangement on
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the pro thorax and that on the following segments than tracker's  
system, in which these minute setae are disregarded. The setal 
position of segments 2 to 6 inclusive is the most generalized on 
the abdomen and of these segments 5 and 6 exhibit the more primitive 
arrangement, retaining the primary p i. On 1, 7, and 8 the sp ir­
acle has shifted s ligh tly  from its  primitive position, which it  
occupies in  the intermediate segments, as evidenced by the fact 
that much greater variation in th is respect is  found an 1, 7, and 
8 than Oil 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. The specialized position of beta on 8 
indicates that th is segment is  farther departed from the ancestral 
condition with respect to setal pattern than either 1 or 7, while 
9, for sim ilar reasons, is to be regarded as more specialized than 
8. Differences in the number of setae found within the family occur 
only with respect to xa and xb and with tau, which may be present or 
absent, on the second abdominal segment. Since one of the two minute 
closely associated setae xa and xb are typ ica lly  present and since 
it  is often a matter o f individual variation as to whether both or 
one only occurs, i t  seems probable that the two co llective ly  
correspond to a single primary or subprimary seta, just as a verruca 
does. It  is  possible that they may represent a vestigeal verruca. 
The presence or absence o f tau on 2 is  apparently the most fundamen­
ta l variation found in noctuid larvae, furnishing a means of d ivid ­
ing the fam ily into groups of subfamilies. The location of the 
setae is  strik ingly  uniform,, although certain fundamental characters 
and a number of minor ones have been derived from th is source. The 
Catocalinae can apparently be separated from other subfamilies by 
means of setal position. The setae of the anal uropod present
8£
several good generic characters. Those of the trunk are probably 
affected to a lesser degree by b io log ica l variations than most 
structures of noctuid larvae, hence their exceptionally fundamental 
sign ificance.
Calyces. -  The size of the calyces of the setae of the 
trunk often fa i ls  to correspond with the diameter of the setae which 
they surround. Epsilon, for example, which is  one of the smallest 
setae, frequently arises from the largest calyx on the segment.
The relative size of the calyces of a particu lar segment presents 
considerable differences throughout the family, especially  on the 
thorax. Most commonly in the Agrotinae and frequently in the 
Hadeninae and Acronyctinae the calyx of epsilon on the thorax is  
much larger than that of other setae, whereas it is generally  
smaller than the rest in the Catocalinae , Phytonetrinae, and Fypen- 
inae. Both generic and specific separations can often be conven­
iently  based on the re lative  size o f the calyces.
Tubercles. -  Very commonly the setae o f  noctuid larvae 
arise from tubercles which assume Various forms. Rarely they are 
large and clavate, as in Epizeuxis lu b r lc a lis . Frequently in the 
Phytometrinae and hypeninae they are conical or mound-like, although 
not prominent, since they are colored and sculptured li3$:e the rest 
of the cutic le . Heavily chitinized, brown or black, shiny, shallow 
tubercles are very often encountered throughout the family. These 
sometimes attain su ffic ient size to resemble sc le rite s , two or three 
closely associated setae being occasionally borne on one plate.
This type o f tubercle is  usually most developed in forms which 
burrow in wood, the plates being smaller or absent in the
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subterranean larvae and usually lacking in lea f-feeders which do not 
enter the so il. They function as a protection fo r  those portions 
of the cuticle which are subjected to the greatest amount of f r ic ­
tion against the substance into which the larva burrows. The un­
equal development of d ifferent tubercles in different species, 
however, cannot readily be explained on the basis of function.
Their size apparently bears no relation  to that of the setae or of 
the calyces. As Crumb has shown, the re lative  size of the tubercles 
on a particu lar segment varies markedly according to the species, 
furnishing an important means fo r  the specific  determination of 
cut-worms. Variations in the size o f the tubercle o f beta on 
different segments and o i  those of alpha, beta, rho, and kapra on 
the same segment provide especially good characters applying to
small groups of species.
O
Spiracles. -  In addition to the' variations in position  
already discussed, the spiracles exhibit differences in re lative  
size, in shape, and in color. They may be conveniently designated 
by the numbers which refer to the segments bearing them. Most 
generally 8 is  a l i t t le  longer than I , with 1 d istinctly  smaller 
than either and the others subequal and s ligh tly  smaller than 1. 
Frequently I and 8 are equal in length, as in 'ephelodes, Monima, 
and Epizeuxis. Caenurgia provides the only instance noted where I 
is  c learly  longer than 8. Either 1 or 7 may be longer. . The most 
satisfactory method of expressing the re lative length of spiracles  
in descriptions is  by arranging their numbers in series, ptitting 
those which are subequal in length in parentheses, and by following  
this series.w ith  another one which indicates their relative lengths
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respectively, i'lrus 8 :1 :1 :7 :: 10:9:8:6 expresses the condition in 
Platyhypena scabra and (8 ,1 ) : (1 ,7 ) : :  13:12 represents the corres­
ponding situation in Conistra, where 8 and I are subequal. These 
characters are ch iefly  of generic value.
Variation in width relative to length exhibits consider­
able range in the spiracles o f noctuid larvae. The elevation of the 
peritreme also varies quite markedly. The spiracle of Po lia  reni-  
gera is  unusually wide, v/hile that of Papaipema neoris presents the 
other extreme, being long and narrow. In Epizeuxis lu b ric a lis  the 
peritreme is  elevated and broad, in Achatodes zeae it  is  also e le ­
vated but no broader than usual. The form of the spiracle is  some­
times useful in distinguishing between very similar species, such 
as certain of those of the genus Cirphis. More fundamental are 
characters based on their re lative length, which is usually  con­
stant throughout genera.
Thoracic legs. -  Although there are few accurate figures  
of the Phoracic legs of cate rp illa rs  in lite ra tu re , most o f them 
fortunately represent different fam ilies. The condition o f this 
appendage in Cossus is  shorn by lyonet, in one o f the Geometridae 
by Sundevall, in Satumia by Berlese, in representatives of the 
Psychidae, Talaeporiidae, Adela, and Tineola by Bampf, and in the 
noctuid Cirphis unipuncta by Melndoo. The legs figured in the 
series by Goosen are rather too small and inaccurate to afford  much 
morphological information. A l l  labeled figures known to the author 
agree as to the homologies of the parts, which are so evident that 
there is  apparently l i t t l e  room fo r doubt that they are correct.
The discovery o f Gonin, however, that only the tarsus of the imago
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develops within the leg of the cate rp illa r has led some entomologists 
to believe that the larva l leg represents only the five ta rsa l seg­
ments, the other portions being undeveloped, The comparative mor­
phology o f the legs of larvae and adults of arthropods, as studied 
by Sundevall, furnishes strong evidence that a l l  parts of the larva l 
leg  are present and well developed. She relative size of the coxa, 
trochanter, and femur of caterp illars is  so sim ilar to that found 
in adult insects generally, that i.t seems rather unreasonable to 
explain if  on the basis of mere coincidence. She fact that the 
parts of the leg of the adult do not develop within the correspond­
ing parts of the la rva l leg is  to be accounted for by the highly  
specialized nature of the metamorphosis.
There is  a large coxa, which is usually separated from the 
thorafxby a suture or d ifferentiated by its  heavier chitinization, 
a small trochanter generally distinct only on the mesal aspect, a 
w ell developed subcylindrical femur and t ib ia , and a one-segmented 
tarsus bearing a single claw. A comparison of the published f i g ­
ures together with an examination of specimens of various fam ilies 
reveals certain important differences, some of which occur within 
the Hoctuidae. The coxae may be widely separated or d istinctly  
fused, the cephalic pair being usually nearer together than the 
others. The former condition is  found in Hepialus, Cossus and 
Tineola, and the coxae are d istincly  although not widely separated 
in many fam ilies, including some IJoctuidae. In vie?/ of the fact 
that the coxae of generalized insects are typically  widely separa­
ted, the fused condition found in many lepidopterous larvae is  
evidently to be regarded as a specialization. The amount of
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chitinization of the coxa of caterp illa rs varies markedly. It may 
be large ly  membranous especially  on its  la te ra l aspect and not 
clearly  differentiated from the thorax. Usually a heavily chitin - 
ized linear plate extends along its  cephalic sid.e, which is separa­
ted from the mesal portion of the coxa by a distinct suture. This 
sc lerite  is  referred to by Bampf as the coxenfortsatz, whereas 
Berlese regards it  as homologous with the trochantin of adult 
insects. Its position seems to indicate that it  is a portion of the 
coxa which has become separated by a secondary suture, the in ter­
pretation of hampf being apparently better grounded than that of 
Berlese. The trochanter may be distinct on a l l  sides, as in 
Eepialus, or completely fused with the coxa, as i t  is  in Tineola 
according to Bampf. Most frequently it  is  evident only on the mesal 
aspect. The shape o f the femur, t ib ia , and tarsus varies somewhat 
throughout the order. The claw also o ffers  considerable diversity  
of form.
The thoracic leg  of the noctuid larvae presents very 
l i t t l e  variation in structure. The number and position o f its  
setae being numbered according to the system used fo r the antennae. 
The coxae may be separate or contiguous, the suture between them in 
the la tte r event being prominent throughout its  length and not 
obsolete as in some fam ilies. The trochanter is  distinct only on 
the mesal aspect being la rge ly  fused with the coxa. The claw varies 
markedly in form.
The procoxae are apparently always contiguous in the 
family except in certain catocalas, the mesocoxae being usually  
s ligh tly  separated and the metacoxae d istinctly  or ?/idely so.
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In this respect the prothorax is  obviously more specialized than the 
other two thoracic segments. Some species exhibit the extreme con­
dition where a l l  three pairs o f coxae are contiguous but more often 
the metacoxae are separate. Catocala presents a generalized condi­
tion with respect to this character, having the two caudal pairs  
widely remote and even the procoxae s ligh tly  separated in some 
species. A ll  three conditions are found within the genus Po lia , 
where a l l  pairs may be contiguous, or the f i r s t  pair only, or both 
f i r s t  and second. Phis character may serve both as a specific  and 
as a generic one. it is  evidently JltAbfundamendamental than its  
morphology would seem to indicate.
The claw also o ffers eonsideraole specific  and generic 
variation , the typical form being represented in Figure 56. The 
proximal portion varies in width, the notch may be deep or shallow, 
ranging from 45 degrees to a l i t t le  greater than 90 degrees, and the 
hook may be markedly or s ligh tly  curved. Occasionally the form of 
the claw varies somewhat on the d ifferent pairs o f legs.
The coxal seta 4 is usually much stouter than the neigh­
boring ones, although it  is  like the rest in certain genera. The 
setae on the d ista l end of the tarsus especially  3 and 4 are often 
spatulate or f la t  and tapering, the ends being occasionally twisted. 
They may be stout and conical or normal in form with their tips  
either curved or straight. The shape o f the these setae is  essen­
t ia l ly  a specific  character, although the general tendency is  
usually manifested throughout a genus.
Uropods. -  The general form of the uropods of noctuid 
larvae is typical for the entire order (P I. , Figs. 50-53). As
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in a numoer of related fam ilies, the crochets are arranged in a
mesoseries and are homoideous and uniordinal (P I. , p igs. 51, 58)
representing a supposedly specialized type which Dyar considered to
have descended from the c ircu lar one found in Hepialus. They are
tuu J
operated hy muscles which^attach^ entad of a small usually heavily  
chitinized spot in the center of the d ista l end of the uropod. As 
shown in figure 59, each crochet lie s  with^a membranous invagination, 
whose mesal edge hears a number of pointed membranous projections, 
i'hese have not been previously described, so fa r as known. Their 
function is problematical. The proximal end o f each crochet is  
pointed and curved me sad, serving fo r the attachment of muscles. 
Since the uropods represent embryonic abdominal appendages which 
have persisted into postembryonic l i f e ,  the terms proleg and fa lse  
leg in general use are inappropriate.
Although the extent o f variation in the uropods of noc- 
tuids does not approach that which Goosen's series of these appen­
dages reveals in the entire order, they d if f ie r  quite markedly in 
form, number, re lative size, number o f crotchets, and amount of 
chitinization. The setal arrangement is  p ractica lly  uniform. As 
previously stated, from two to four pairs o f median uropods may be 
present, which are located on the third and fourth abdominal seg­
ments, the f i r s t  one or two pairs being absent in certain groups.
In the Phytometrinae the two cephalic pairs are usually wanting, 
although Hampson mentions one genus whose larvae have the fu l l  
number. The Gatocalinae exhibit a pronounced tendency toward the 
reduction of the f i r s t  two pairs, which reaches its  acme in Caenur- 
gia, where they are entire ly  absent. The f i r s t  pair onlsr
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are generally lacking or without crochets in the nypeninae. Accord­
ing to Hampson, the Erastrinae also hear hut three pairs of median 
uropods, although the larva of ohamyris cerintha, which was evident­
ly  unknown to him, has the fu l l  number, the f i r s t  pair being as w ell 
developed as the rest, 'the larvae of other subfamilies, of which 
material has been available for study, are provided with four pairs 
of median uropods with the f i r s t  two pairs usually not strik ingly  
smaller than the others. In certain Phytometrinae the vestiges o f 
the lost uropods can be discerned as heavily chitinized small pro­
tuberances bearing the setae in about the same position which they 
occupy in the fu lly  developed appendage. Epizeuxis l uo rica lis  of 
the Hypeninae has the f i r s t  pair fa ir ly  w ell developed but com­
p lete ly  lacking crochets, i'he number and relative size of the 
uropods furnish very fundamental characters, although no noctuid 
subfamilies can be re liab ly  diagnosed upon this basis alone.
Since the caterp illars of the most generalized fam ilies 
and of the great majority o f a l l  Lepidoptera bear four w ell-devel­
oped pairs o f median uropods, this is  most reasonably regarded as 
the generalized condition, ‘i'heir reduction has taken place in a 
few very distantly related groups, this process having proceeded to 
a d ifferent extent in each. In the Gochlidiidae they are entirely  
absent and in the ceometridae only the last pair of median ones and 
those o f the anal segment-persist. Certain groups of Noctuidae, 
apparently represent an incipient stage in this process of reduc­
tion, as exemplified by the Agrotinae, in which the f i r s t  two pairs  
are typically  sbmewhat smaller than the rest. In the Catocalinae 
the same tendency is  exhibited to a much greater degree, 'i'he
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Phytometrinae and Hypeninae, whose larvae are generally the most 
highly specialized in the family in this respect, are placed hy 
Hampson among the most specialised noctuids on the basis o f the 
structure o f the adults, whereas the larvae o f the Acronyctinae, 
which he regards as a re la tive ly  generalised subfamily, always have 
the fu l l  number of uropods well developed.
There appears to be no correlation within the family 
between the mode of l i f e  and the loss or rediiction of the f ir s t  
two pairs of uropods, although this condition is accompanied by the 
habit o f walking with a looping gait. She lengthening, however, 
of the two la tte r  pairs of median and of the anal ones, which is  
so pronounced in larvae of uatocala, appears to be a modification 
for arboreal l i f e .  The same specialization is  found to a lesser  
degree in many arboreal cate rp illa rs . Phis type of uropoa seems 
to be found only in larvae that climb extensively. She fact that 
the development of this modification has proceeded further in the 
eatocalas than in most other arboreal larvae is  consistent with the 
occurrence in this genus of a number o f marked adaptions to l i f e  in 
the tree stratun o f the deciduous forest. The eggs, larvae, and 
adults are protectively colored like the bark of the trees on which 
they rest. P ractica lly  a l l  of the species feed upon the fo liage of 
deciduous trees or upon plants of the deciduous forest.
The number of crochets is  larger in Gatocala than in most 
noctuid larvae, which is apparently a further specialisation  for 
climbing on the trunks and twigs of trees. Prom the f ir s t  to the 
anal pair of uropods respectively the number of crochets in Gato­
cala grgnea is  50, 36, 43, 55. The other extreme is presented by
nsome o f the subterranean forms, ffeltia g lad iaria  having 8, 12, 14,
14, 18 and Sidemia aevastatrix 12, 14, 14, 14, 14. In general the 
anal pair has the largest number and the f i r s t  pair often bears a 
few less than the others. The formula fo r  Cirpliis phragmitidicola, 
22, 24, 26, 30, represents an average one for the family. Some 
individual variation occurs in this respect, the number varying two 
or three each way from the mean. It  is  frequently d ifferent on the 
two sides of the same individual, as Dampf has shown it  to be in the 
psyehid Eumeta. Considerable difference in the number of crochets 
is  sometimes exhibited by closely related species, Polia meditata 
having 17, 18, 18, 20, 26, and renigera 12, 12, 16, 181 19. JEhese 
two species are decidedly subterranean. The closely related  
Ceramic a -pi e ta , on the other hand, which enters the so il only to 
pupate, frequently climbing shrubbery to feed has 26, 27, 30, 32,
35. Beyond the presence of a larger number in the arboreal forms, 
there appears to be no marked correlation between the mode o f l i f e  
and the number of crochets, although the smallest number is  appar­
ently best represented among species which burrow in the so il.  
Specific determinations may often be fac ilita ted  by these formulae, 
although a considerable difference in this respect according to the 
instar necessitates a positive knowledge of the stadium before 
applying this character.
The more sign ificant results yielded by this study of
the entire exbemal anatomy of the noctuid larva may be summarized
as follows: The head and mouthparts of lepidooterous larvae present
4
a very high degree o f specialization. The morphology of the ten­
torium and of the caudal aspect of the head capsule of the noctuid
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larva has oeen studied in detail fo r the f ir s t  time. The tentor­
ium of the caterp illa r exhibits a specialization by reduction which 
is  probably unsurpassed by that o f any other insect with a well 
developed head. A number of new' interpretations of the homologies 
getween the head and mouth-parts of the lepidopterous larva and 
those of insects in general has. been derived. The conclusions 
that the adfrontal sc lerite  is  a part of the vertex and that the 
spinneret is a secondary structure are especially important. The 
homologizing o f the dentes o f the mandibles within the order suggests 
the p o ss ib ility  of it s  wider application. Variations of the posi­
tion o f setae of the head are the expressions of contractions and 
movements of portions of the head-capsule. The relative extent of 
the specialization of the abdominal segments has been determined 
by a study of the variation of setal position within the family. 
Certain new homodynamies with reference to oody-setae have been 
proposed, which are based upon the recognition of certain minute 
primary setae, which have been previously disregarded. This new 
interpretation reveals a close sim ilarity between the setal 
arrangement of the prothorax and that of the following segments.
An investigation of the structural variation offered by 
noctuid larvae with reference to the c lassification  of Sampson 
based on the adults, together with a consideration of the relations 
existing between b io logica l and structural variations has revealed 
in their re lative value the characters upon which a c lass ifica tion  
of the noctuid larvae must be based. Variation in the location of 
the setae o f the head is  much more extensive but of fa r less fun­
damental phylogenetic significance than that or the body-setae.
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The most fundamental character is  based upon the presence or absence 
of tau on the f i r s t  abdominal segment. Respectively less basic are 
the position of certain body-setae, the number and relative devel­
opment of the uropods, and the form o f the spinneret. Among a large 
number of characters applying to smaller groups, the condition of 
the postgenal region, and the position o f the setae of the labrum 
and of the anal uropod are especially important. The conspicuous 
differences in the length ox the epicranial stem relative to that 
of the front, although apparently basic, are correlated with minor 
bio logica l variations in the extent of the development of the habit 
of burrowing in the so il and apply merely to small groups of spe­
cies. A certain tjrpe of spinneret, on the other hand, is  .correla­
ted with the habit of subterranean pupation, which is  a fundamental 
one, remaining constant throughout large groups. The form of the 
mandibles, the sculpturing of the cutic le , the number o f crochets 
and the coloration of the head are among the most re liab le  specific  
characters. The paucity of fundamental characters and the great 
aoundance of minor variations which hold constant fo r small groups, 
the same character applying on different lines of descent, indicates 
that p a ra lle l development has played a most important part in the 
evolution of structure within the noctuid larvae.
To fa c ilita te  the very desirable work of c lassify ing  our 
noctuid larvae the author would urge that a l l  descriptions of them 
state the situation with respect to the following characters, some 
of which apply equally to other fam ilies: the length of the body, 
the width of the head, the presence of tau on 2, the number and 
relative size of the uropoas, the relative length of the lines
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nu-mu and pi-rau on 1 or 2, the position ox alpha relative to beta 
on 8, the form of the spinneret in detail and it s  length relative  
to that of the la b ia l palp i, the position of the labra l setae and 
of those on the anal uropod, the relative diameter of the segments,
the relative length of the spiracles, the position of the coxae,
'
the re lative  size of the tubercles of alpha, beta, kappa and rho, 
the size of the calyx of epsilon relative to that of the surrounding 
setae on the thorax, the length of the epicranial stem relative  to 
that of the front, the distribution and form of the hypopharyngeal 
setae, the position of the o c e lli ,  the number of crochets, the 
sculpturing of the cutic le , the form of the mandioles, of the claws 
and of the spiracles in d eta il, and the coloration of the head and 
body. Setal maps should be given, 'i'hose o f I I ,  2, 7, 8, 9, and 10 
are the most important.
POSTEMBRYO 10 GY 
/
Number of Moults
Eddysis is  undergone by noctuid larvae four, fiv e , or six  
times, depending chiefly  on the phylogeny, but somewhat on other 
factors. They present, then, fiv e , six, or seven stadia. A fter 
each moult the postembryonic changes which have taken place during 
the previous stadium are suddenly revealed. These changes may be 
highly conspicuous, but are more often so very slight that careful 
observation or accurate measurement is  necessary to detect them. 
Before considering the structural changes undergone in la rva l post- 
embryology, we shall discuss at this point the significance of the 
number of stadia, and of the amount of increase in size from one 
stage to the next.
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Although not absolutely fixed, the number o f moults 
characteristic for species of lepidopterous larvae is  not subject 
to the considerable variation found in some other orders. Wodsed- 
alek, fo r example, greatly  increased the number of stadia in the 
larvae of Trogoaerma (Dermestidae) oy starvation. It  is  certain  
that environmental factors may at times cause one moult more or 
less in certain lepidopterous larvae. Payne found that those of 
Ceramica uicta pass but five stadia in both generations in iTova 
Scotia, whereas those reared in I l l in o is  bp the author have uni­
formly undergone one moult more than these northern individuals. 
Hibernating butterfly larvae have oeen Jcnown to moult once more 
than those of the summer broods. Phis phenomenon has not been 
found in the noctuid larvae, Agrotis c-nigrum and Polia renipera, 
which have been reared through both winter and summer oroods.
Weniger reduced the number of stadia in hades im perialis and 
Antheroea mylitta from the normal six to f iv e , by rearing them at 
aDout 25 degrees 0. coupled with high humidity. By rearing the 
cutworm, Agrotis ypsilon , at 21 degrees C., 100ft humidity, and at 
28 degrees C ., 100 humidity, in ventilated Jars, the author has 
sim ilarly  decreased the normal number of moults by one (Table Z ).
It  is  a curious fact that the cutworm, Polia renicera, adds one 
stadium to it s  usual number when reared under these same conditions, 
being affected in an opposite manner by the same stimulus.
Sexual differences in the number o f stadia were f i r s t  
observed by 0. V. R iley in Hemerocamoa leucostigma, the males always 
four times, the females either four or fiv e . Payne has recorded 
precisely the same phenomenon in a few other members of th is
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family (lip a rid ae ). This peculiar condition has teen observed "by 
the author in but one noetuid species, Drasteria erechtea. Its  
significance w il l  be discussed la ter.
Besides these environmental and sexual variations in the 
number of stadia, there are very probably hereditary tendencies 
toward individual differences in this respect. J. J. Davis records 
one individual o f Girth is  u-iinuncts passing seven stadia, instead 
of the usual six. Since this exceptional individual was reared 
under the same conditions as hundreds of others, it  seems evident 
that heredity and not environment crust account fo r this exceptional 
instance, the possible significance of which w il l  be considered 
later. Sim ilarly, one larva o f Agrotis ypsilon , reared ?/ith 
fifty -tw o others moulted but six  times instead of seven, according 
to our records.
In 1890 Dyar called  attention to the fact that the width 
of the successive heads o f a lepidopterous larva in a l l  it s  stages 
bore a certain definite relation to each other. His presentation 
of this point may be summarized as follows: The quotient obtained
by dividing the width of the head o f any instar by that o f the 
previous one is a constant, y/hich is characteristic for the species. 
This principle has been termed Dyar’s law. Its  u t ilita r ian  value 
is  obvious, enabling one to determine what instar he is dealing 
with when a specimen or a published measurement of any other icnown 
instar is  available. A f a i r  indication as to the number o f stadia 
may also be obtained i f  the size of the f i r s t  and o f the last instar 
is  imown.
An inspection of Table I w il l  reveal the condition in this
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regard within the IToctuidae. Although the measurements in this  
table represent averages derived from the number o f individuals 
indicated, in many cases a much larger number has been examined to 
insure the determination of a fa ir  average, as w ell as to find the 
extremes of variation, The material upon which th is table has been 
based was either preserved when collected or grown under approx­
imately natural conditions. Individual variation in size is  not 
as great as might perhaps be expected, usually rendering the iden­
t ific a t io n  of instars a simple matter, The figures expressing the 
percentage of variation are obtained by dividing the maximum 
variation found, by the average, multiplying by 100, (to express 
as percentage) and dividing by 2, so that the deviation from the 
mean in either direction (not in to ta l) is  represented. The la tte r  
instars naturally  present the greatest variation, having been 
longer subject to external influences. Where tiie measurements are 
based on individuals of d ifferent broods the variation is  usually  
larger than otherwise, since the larvae of certain generations 
often grow larger than those of others in an ordinary season. A ll  
measurements have been made with an ocular micrometer.
The inconstancy of Dyar's supposed constant, which we 
w il l  re fer to as the index of growth, is  strik ing, varying in 
Agrotis ypsilon , fo r  instance, from 1.28 to 1.84. The average fo r  
any particu lar species ranges from 1.44 to 1.61. The increase 
from f i r s t  to secomd stadia is  usually greater, from penultimate 
to last more often less than fo r  other moults, this la tter condi­
tion being explainable by the fact that the more rapid development 
of adult structures in the la tter instars leaves proportionately
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less energy available  for growth, i'he other noticeable differences 
in indices of growth within a species present no uniformity. In 
one species, for instance, the index from second to third stadia 
is  greater than from third to fourth, in another the reverse may 
be true, or, in a third species, these indices may be equal. The 
question must a rise , then, as to whether the relation  between 
these different indices within a species be definite to any extent.
An examination of Table I I ,  based on the successive 
exuvia of isolated individuals, shows us that the variations in the 
index o f growth for any species are of no uniformity, with the 
exception of the tendency toward largeness o f the f ir s t  and small­
ness of the la s t . A ll other variations are to be accounted fo r, 
then, by environment, a l l  indices but the f i r s t  and last probably 
tending to be equal under uniform external conditions. Any 
influences a ffecting  the rate o f activ ity  o f the moulting mechan­
ism d ifferently  from that of the general metabolism must necessar­
i ly  either increase or decrease the index of growth. Thus, i f  
growth be impeded without in terfering proportionately.with hypo- 
dermal activ ity , or at least with the moulting mechanism, a small 
index w i l l  resu lt. Wodsedalek, by starving larvae of Trogoderma 
(Dermestidae), obtained many exuviae, some of the last of which 
were actually smaller than the e a r lie r  ones. In like manner 
factors favoring growth more than moulting necessitate a large 
index.
The effect of external factors on the index is  also  
shown in Table I I .  Starvation and parasitism, of course, greatly  
reduce growth, but do not retard the moulting processes
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proportionately, since the number of stadia is  not affected, 
larvae continuing to moult when very l i t t le  growth is  undergone, 
favorable climatic factors, on the other hand, increase the index. 
The unusually large increase from second to third stadia in Agrotis 
ypsilon, shown in Table I , is  to explained by the fact that the 
individuals upon which the given figures are based were reared 
simultaneously under like natural conditions, which were evidently 
optimum fo r growth, or nearly so, while these individuals were 
passing the second stage.
We have demonstrated by Tables I and I I  the fact that 
some species increase in size from f i r s t  to last stages consider­
ably more than others, the total amount of growth being character­
is t ic  for the species, although variable according to external 
factors. It  may vary widely in closely related species as in  
Lycophotia margaritosa and in fecta . Although moulting has Deen 
generally considered to be prim arily a phenomenon necessitated by 
growth, some entomologists have been inclined to question this 
point, tending rather to emphasize its  excretory significance.
It is to be noted, however, that the seven staged species grow 
more than the six staged. This obvious correlation between the 
total growth index (obtained by dividing the width of the head of 
the last instar by that of the f i r s t )  and the number of moults 
lends weight to the former more general view. In Caenurgia, 
moreover, where there is  a sexual difference in the number oi 
stadia, it  w i l l  be noted that the females, which moult once more 
than the males, average larger in size. The fact that Cirphis 
unipuncta, which presents the greatest total growth inciex or the
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six-staged species, has "been known to pass seven stadia in one 
instance out of many is of especial interest in this connection.
increase, in other words, those with a f i r s t  instar whose head is  
proportionately small fo r their adults, the small f i r s t  instar 
being correlated with a small egg, and the large last instar 
producing naturally a large moth. The egg measurements in Table I 
have beem made from alcoholic specimens and are therefore somewhat 
larger than certain corresponding published measurements based on 
fresh eggs. The figures give represent the diameter o f the largest 
circumference, the periphery of the typical noctuid egg being 
circu lar. In those species whose eggs have one diameter s ligh tly  
greater than the one at right angles to i t ,  an average has been 
given. Although the correlation between egg diameter and the width 
of the head of the f i r s t  instar is  c learly  demonstrated in Table I, 
the ratio between these two measurements varies considerably 
according to the species. Ceramica picta presents an extreme 
condition where the egg is  small relative to the larva l head, the 
ratio being 1.65. In the catocalas, on the other hand, we find  
the width o f the egg proportionately large for that o f the larva l 
head, the ratio reaching 2.6S in 0. i l l i a . This condition may 
possibly bear a direct relation to the habit o f hibernating in the 
egg, which is general in this gemxs.
the abdomen o f a l l  noctuid moths is very nearly uniform, approx­
imately the same proportional amount of space being used for  
egg-carrying in a l l  species. It follows, therefore, that a moth
It  follows mechanical that species with a large total
The shape, as ?/ell as the general internal structure of
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producing eggs proportionately small fo r its  size must bear a 
larger number than one whose eggs are large relative to the size 
of the adult. We should remember when considering this point that 
the moths o f this family have but a short period fo r  oviposition, 
usually laying a l l  their eggs in a few successive nights, which 
permits of no egg development during the l i f e  of the adult, such 
as occurs in the queen bee.
The column giving fecundity in Table I is  based upon the 
number of fu lly  developed eggs in the abdomens of reared moths and 
represents potential fecundity. Since the number o f eggs actually  
laid, in breeding cages is  determined by external stimuli, a l l  eggs 
in the abdomen being oviposited only under optimum conditions, 
which for many species are d if f ic u lt  to obtain a r t i f ic ia l ly ,  the 
published records of the number of eggs la id  by various species 
are unreliable as indices to the potential fecundity. The undevel­
oped eggs, which are never la id , occupy a quite uniformly small 
space in the abdomen. Accurate data on fecundity can be obtained 
only with d ifficu lty , since counts must be made of the eggs con­
tained in the abdomens of moths emerging in captivity only. More­
over, a large number o f individuals should be examined, because of 
the great individual variation in th is respect. In spite of the 
regrettable insufficiency of data, the column headed potential 
fecundity in Table I presents sign ificant indications.
A consideration of the mechanical relations already d is ­
cussed enables us to understand the significance o f the correlation  
between high fecundity and large to ta l growth, revealed by Table I .  
Although a general relation between these conditions is  c learly
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indicated, we note that certain irregu larit ie s  occur. I'e ltia  
subgothica and Perarnica -picta lay an exceptionally large number of 
eggs relative to the amount o f their larva l growth. An examina­
tion of the ratios between the diameter o f the egg and the width 
of the head o f the f i r s t  instar in these two species reveals the 
fact that both bear eggs proportionately small fo r  the size of 
their f i r s t  instars, This condition enables the moths to lay a 
large number of eggs re lative  to the amount of la rva l growth for 
the species, accounting fo r the irregu larity  in the correlation.
The relation  between fecundity and growth is  not d irect, since the 
former increases more rapidly than the la tte r , as is  evident when 
we read from tOp to bottom in these columns, a re la tive ly  slight  
increase-in growth corresponding to a large increase in fecundity. 
It is  highly probably that the factors determining fecundity are 
many. Of these factors the amount of growth is an important one 
in th is family.
It  should be noted that Uirphis unipuncta, with the 
largest total growth index of the six-staged species, having 
seven stadia rare ly , attains the highest fecundity of those with 
six  stadia, This destructive species has three broods in I l l in o is .  
The larvae developing in June grow markedly larger than those of 
the following brood, which pass the larva l period in midsummer, 
the individuals of the f a l l  brood being nearly as large as those 
of the spring generation. This relation  probably holds only fo r  
the latitude and climate of I l l in o is  in a usual season. Since the 
eggs of a l l  generations are of the same size, the total growth is  
different for each brood under normal weather conditions.
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Although our data as to the fucundity of the moths of d ifferent  
broods is  inadequate, it  seems quite evident that those developing 
from the large September larvae must have re la tive ly  high fecundity. 
Shis is  suggested as a factor contributing to the fact that the 
spring larvae ( offspring of moths from the September larvae) 
almost always constitute the brood which attains such great numbers 
in I l l in o is ,  accompanied by the well known army-worm devastation. 
Although the larvae o f this brood also attain a large size, they 
become greatly reduced in numbers by w ilt  disease and parasites, 
so that the midsummer brood is  usually not la rg e . The small in ­
dividuals of the midsummer generation yield moths of lo?/ fecundity, 
accounting for the usual inconspicuousness o f the third brood, 
although infrequent outbreaks have been observed in September.
It  seems probable that this principle may prove to be an important 
one to be considered in the much-to-be-desired prediction o f these 
outbreaks.
The fact that fecundity is  hereditaty in animals has 
been well established. Geneticists have found that the tendency 
to bring forth twins and tr ip le ts  is  hereditary in mammals. By 
a r t i f ic ia l  selection, Pearl and Surface have greatly increased the 
egg-laying propensities of a certain strain of Plymouth hock fowls. 
It has been well established that fecundity in nrosophila is  an 
hereditaty t ra it .  Individual variation in fecundity is  consider­
able within the Noctuidae. Since those strains,in  a species of 
this family, with a tendency to lay many eggs must transmit this 
tra it  to many more individuals than would those inclined toward 
low fecundity, it  seems evident that in general species must
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increase fecundity in the course of evolution up to a point where 
i t  is  checked by some sort o f barrier, mechanical or physiological. 
The only poss ib ility  for a non -pro lific  strain to ultimately per­
sist would involve necessarily its  accompaniment by inheritab le , 
advantageous .properties not possessed by p ro lific  strains, such 
advantages o ffsetting their low fecundity. We have no evidence 
indicating that this la tte r , seemingly unlikely p o ss ib ility  has 
taken place within the Lepidoptera.
In the light of the correlations demonstrated, i t  seems 
evident that the amount o f growth, or the number of moults, would 
act as a barrier to an increase in fecundity, furnishing mechan­
ica l lim its, which would prevent further expression o f th is ten­
dency. An hereditary increase in the number of moults, such as the 
one cited with regard to a single individual of Uirphis unipuncta 
would allow the individuals possessing th is tra it  to attain  a 
larger size and consequently a higher fecundity. This would, 
therefore, be transmitted to a larger number of offspring than 
would the tendency toward a lesser number of moults. The persis­
tent variation , then, would be the one with the largest number of 
stadia.
On the basis o f this theory, the largest number o f la r ­
val stages is the most specialized condition in this family. This 
conclusion is supported by a l l  the other evidence availab le . As 
shown by Dyar, the great majority of lepidopterous larvae undergo 
ecdysis four times, five times frequently, and three, six, seven, 
e ijh t, nine or ten times rarely . According to our data in Table 
I , the moulting five times appears to be the general condition
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throughout the loctuidae, four moults occurring only in the two 
species of Phytometra, and in the male o f Drasteria erechtea, and 
six  being found in but three species. We should be ju st ified  
apparently in regarding the passing of seven stadia as a special­
ized condition, merely on account of its  exceptional occurrence.
Since the two species of Phytometra, brassicae and b iloba , 
which have been reared through a l l  larval stadia by the author, 
present but five stadia and contexta, according to Thaxter, passes 
six , it  would seem that th is b io logica l character is  not a funda­
mental one. The persistence o f the generalized condition of 
moulting but four times in this structurally specialized group is  
para lle lled  by the situation found in Hepialus, whose moth is  very 
generalized structurally , but whose larva has developed the special­
ized habit of root-boring.
In Prasteria erechtea the number o f stadia presents an 
interesting secondary sexual character, the larva undergoing 
ecdysis but four times in the male and five in the female. The 
males o f this species o ffer the only instance known to us outside 
of the Phytometrinae where a noetuid larva moults but four times. 
P ara lle l instances have been found by 0. V. Riley in Hemerocampa 
leucostigma and by Payne in other lip arid  larvae, in which the 
male passes five stadia and the female either five  or six. This 
phenomenon is most probably to be explained by the fact that the 
female larvae generally attains a larger size than the male. The 
fact that the female varies in the number of moults indicates fu r­
ther that the larger number o f stadia represents the more special­
ized condition.
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The species passing seven stadia, Agrotis ypsilon , 
L.ycophotia marga'ritosa and Hephelodes e mine don i a , do not constitute 
a phylogenetic unit, but have developed an extra moult indepen­
dently, Since each is  more closely related to different six-staged  
groups than they are to each other, lycophotia in fecta undergoes 
ecdysis but five times. Specific differences in th is respect in 
the genus Phytometra have already been mentioned.
Our investigation regarding the significance of the 
number o f la rva l stadia and of the re lative  amounts of growth in 
each, leads us to the following conclusions:-
(1 )  . The increase in size from f i r s t  to second instars 
is  normally greater, from penultimate to la s t , normally less than 
fo r  other moults, the amount of growth undergone in a l l  stadia but 
f i r s t  and penultimate tending to be equal under uniform conditions, 
and characteristic fo r the species.
(2 )  . The number of moults, the amount o f growth during 
the entire l i f e  of the larva, and the fecundity are three mechan­
ic a lly  correlated conditions.
(3 )  . Specialization in the Uoctuidae, with refererce to 
these conditions, has tended toward and increass in the number o f  
stadiar, in the amount of growth, and in the fecundity.
(4 )  . This group of conditions has arisen independen- 
dently in different species at d ifferent times in phylogeny.
Those species with a tendency toward a large amount of growth 
have allowed the common tendency toward a higher fecundity to 
express i t s e l f ,  this process having advanced s t i l l  further 
whenever an extra moult appeared.
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Postembryonic Changes
A study of the postembryology of noctuid larvae, as well 
as a consideration of the ontogeny of animals in general, convinces 
us that the structural changes exhibited in ontogeny are not a l l  
an expression o f the same b io log ica l factor, but are of a number 
of d istinctly  different kinds. The structural changes appearing 
in the postembryonic development of cate rp illa rs  may be conven­
iently c la ss ified  as fo llow s: -
(1 )  . Recapitulative.-
(2 )  . Non-recapitulative.-  (a ) .  Adaptive to unequal
function.
(b) .  Necessitated  by the 
mechanics o f growth.
(3 )  . Compound.- (a ) .  Recapitulative - adaptive.
( b )  . Recapitulative - mechanical.
( c )  . Adaptive - mechanical.
(1).  Recapitulative. -  The Law of Recapitulation is  
of quite general but by no means of universal application, onto­
genetic sequences which do not conform to the law being many and 
well known. The fact that a mammal at birth  has a head large 
relative  to the size of its  body does not lead us to regard the 
ancestor o f this animal as the possessor of a proportionately 
large head. Nor does our knowledge of the postembryology of the 
house-fly convince us that it  descended from an apoaous insect 
with vestigeal biting mouth-parts. We do not look to recapitu­
lation  to account for such conditions. Such postembryonic changes 
may be described as non-recapitulative as opposed to those of
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recapitulative significance, which, apparently conform to the law. 
This point can he determined with regard to a structure undergoing 
change in ontogeny with a certainty proportional d irectly  to our 
knowledge of the phylogeny of the structure in question. Thus, i f  
the changes undergone by any structure in the course o f its  devel­
opment recapitulate it s  race-history, we regard that structure as 
of recapitulative significance, but i f  its  phylogeny be doubtful, 
our decision on this point must be proportionately tentative. The 
successive instars of species of Leucaspis figured by Lindinger 
reveal beyond any reasonable doubt the recapitulative significance  
of the pygidial structure in these Coccids, the postembryology 
recapitulating minutely their phylogeny which has been well estab­
lished by the extensive morphological studies o f MacGillivray.
The recapitulative significance of wing-venation in pupal post­
embryology has already been mentioned. Of many p a ra lle l instances 
the case of Mantispa is perhaps the most fam iliar, the larva of 
this insect passing through transitional stages from a thrysanur- 
iform to an eruciform type, repeating the generally accepted 
phylogeny of the la tte r  form of larva. The taxonomic advantages 
gained by the establishment of the recapitulative significance of 
a structural change in postembryology w i l l  be demonstrated la ter.
(£).  Non-recapitulative. -  (a ) ,  adaptive to unequal
function. Many structures are adapted to the mode of l i f e  of a 
particu lar stage or to a habit associated with a single point in 
the l i f e  cycle, tuch organs function unequally or even d ifferently  
in different stages of development, frequently being used in only 
one stage. Lepidopterous pupae, notably o f the Sesiidae,
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frequently bear spines or projections used fo r breaking the cocoon 
and for wriggling into the open, These belong d istinctly  to the 
pupae. A p ara lle l instance is furnished by the wings of insects, 
which function only in adults and appear in ea rlie r  stages merely 
as developing adult structures. Sim ilarly caterp illars often 
spin s ilk  in certain stadia and not in others, and noctuid larvae 
frequently do not employ the f i r s t  one or two pairs of uropods in 
the f i r s t  stadium. This unequal function o f a structure in d i f ­
ferent stages is generally correlated with structural differences, 
hence a non-recapitulative factor is introduced. Postembryonic 
changes which are the expression of th is factor w i l l  be referred  
to as adaptive to unegual function. It is  evident that the two 
factors, recapitulation and adaptation to unequal function may act 
in the same or in opposite directions with reference to a particu­
la r  postembryonic change. In the former event it  is  impossible to 
ascei'tain to what extent each of these forces has operated in the 
production o f the change, which is  consequently most reasonably 
regarded as the expression of the two factors combined and is  
referred to as recapitulative-adaptive. When these two forces 
con flic t, the effect o f the recapitulative one is  completely 
obscured, as w i l l  be demonstrated la te r, the factor of adaptation 
to unequal function being dominant.
(2).  Ion -recap itu lative . - (b ) .  necessitated by
mechanics of growth. Since certain animal structures do not grow 
as rapidly as others, they are generally re la tive ly  larger in 
earlie r  developmental stages than in la ter. The fam iliar instance 
already cited of the newly bom mammal, with its  proportionately
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large head, is  para lle lled  generally by insects, the heads of the 
f i r s t  instar being markedly large re lative to the body, The 
ocellariae of lepidopterous larvae are strik ingly  large in the 
f i r s t  instar, growing slowly in comparison with the head. These 
phenomena are obviously not an expression of recapitulation, but 
are most probably to be explained by the re lative rates of c e ll 
pro life ration  in different kinds o f tisstie. This factor, like  
unequal function, may undoubtedly operate either with or against 
the recapitulative force. When the effect of the la tter is  
obscured by that of the mechanics of growth, the resulting change 
is  c lass ified  as mechanical, whereas when these two forces exert 
themselves in the same direction the change produced would be 
termed recapitulative- machanical , although no clearly  defined 
instance of this situation has been found.
(3) .  Compound. - (c ) .  adaptive-mechanical. The
compound types involving recapitulation have been already defined. 
One instance noted is  obviously the result of a combination of 
unequal function and mechanics of growth. This change is c lass­
ifie d  as adaptive- mechanical.
Possible Combinations. - Of the possible combinations 
o f these factors a l l  have been actually identified  as responsible 
fo r certain postembryonic changes in noctuid larvae, except two, 
recapitu lative-mechanical and recapitul a tiv e -adaptive- mechanical. 
The f ir s t  of these very probably finds expression in the migration 
of certain head-setae' to be discussed la te r. The second type of 
change possible occurs also in these larvae.
It should be noted that, unlike the other two factors,
I l l
recapitulation is  to be regarded as a general law, which fa i ls  to 
express i t s e l f  only then obstructed by the other forces, which are 
dominant over i t .
Problematical Changes. -  Many postemoryonic changes 
in structure are inexplainable in the dim ligh t of our knowledge of 
the factors involved. Our lack of adequate knowledge o f phylogeny 
is  probably large ly  responsible for this situation, since many 
changes such as those of the head-capsule of rnuscid larvae figured  
by Nielsen, may prove to be of recapitulative significance, when 
su ffic ient morphological work is  done to establish  the race-h is­
tory of such structures. An investigation, moreover, o f the 
functions in different stages of organs undergoing postembryonic 
changes w i l l  most probably reveal many instances of adaptation to 
unequal function, while the determination of the importance of the 
factor of the mechanics of growth awaits the researches .of the 
h isto log ist, hence morphological, b io logica l and h isto logica l 
investigation may be expected to explain fo r  the most part these 
numerous problematical changes, such as tnose in the shape of the 
body-setae and of the antennae of cate rp illa rs , in the number of 
facets in the eyes of the nymphs of dragon-flies, in the heads of 
iiiuscid larvae, in the structures of the caudal end of tipu lid  
larvae, in the number of ta rsa l segments in the Heteroptera, and 
many others. Such investigations w il l  probably reveal a number 
of types not listed  in our present c lass ification , which is  
necessarily very restricted, applying only to noctuid larvae.
The postembryology of the fixed parts o f the noctuid 
la rva l head exhibits the following changes:
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(1 )  . Appearance o f the adfrontal sutures.
(2 )  . Change in the relative length of the epicranial
stem.
(3 )  . Mesal extension of the postgenae.
(4 )  . Change in the shape of the labrum.
(5 )  . Reduction in the r'elative size of the ocellariae
and sensoria.
(6 )  . Change in the position of the setae.
(7 )  . Change in the shape of the setae.
(8 )  . Change in the coloration.
Adfrontal Sutures. -  Although the presence o f the ad­
frontal sc lerites has long been regarded as a condition diagnostic 
for lepidopterous larvae, the fact that th is area appeal only in 
the la ter stadia, at least in noctuid larvae, has apparently not 
been discovered. Very frequently the coloration o f the early  
instars g:ives the appearance of adfrontals where no structural 
differentiation  exists, which has most probably been conducive to 
the general overlooking of the true situation. In the noctuids 
these sutures are distinct only in the larvae of the two later  
stadia, very faint indications being sometimes distinguishable in 
exuviae or treated heads of the third from last stage. The 
adfrontal sc lerites have been regarded as bearing a direct struc­
tural relation  to the infoldings along the epicranial arms.
Fracker speaks of them as the "external expression o f the attach­
ment o f the anterior arms o f the tentorium." An inspection of a 
section through this region (P I. , Pig. 1) reveals absolutely no 
connection between the adfrontal suture and the epicranial
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parademe, to which the pretentorium is attached. This suture 
appears externally as a narrow light-colored line constant in 
general position throughout the family hut varying much in its  
irregu lar curving, even within species. In section i t  is  not 
distinguishable from the general cuticle, except by its  ligh ter  
pigmentation. Since the older ideas of its  significance are 
obviously incorrect, our present problem is  to account fo r  its  
existence.
Table I I I  shows that the usual place of sp litting  in the 
head^capsule at moulting and at pupation is  along the epicranial 
stem and arms, in a l l  but the more specialized forma such as dip­
terous or coccinellid larvae o/t coccid nymphs. We regard th is, 
therefore, as the generalised condition in insects. As was stated 
in our consideration of the morphology of the tentorium, the great 
reduction of th is o rig ina lly  supporting structure has been along 
the epicranial suture. As might be expected, the marked special­
isation in this region is  accompanied by a specialized condition 
in moulting, the entire head-capsule being shed intact. So fa r as 
we know the larvae of no other order moult without breaking the 
exuviae o f the head, although some nymphs do so. It seems prob­
able that the deep infolding along the epicranial suture has ren­
dered the usual sp litt in g  impossible. The great change in form 
undergone at pupation, however, makes a break in the last head* 
capsule mechanically necessary. This occurs along the epicranial 
stem and adfrontal sutures. So fa r as we have been able to deter­
mine they have no other function. These structures are to be 
regarded, then, as a modification fo r  pupation and to the deep
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para&eme along the epicranial suture, which has tahen over the 
supporting function of the tentorium.
The w ell developed condition of these se lerites in the 
next to the last instar, where they do not function, is  para lle lled  
by the general occurrence o f adaptive structures in stages earlie r  
than the one in which they are used. Although the adfrontal 
sutures appear in larval development as they presumably did in 
phylogeny, beginning as very faint line>which becomes prominent 
la ter, the fact that they function only in the last instar indi­
cates that the factor o f unequal function also plays an important 
part in their development. I f  recapitulation alone were operating 
on this postembryonic change, we should, moreover, expect these 
sutures to appear in the f i r s t  instar, as shown by the following  
facts. Their universal occurrence throughout the order indicates 
very strongly that they were present in the ancestral lepidopterous 
larva. Since the f i r s t  instar o f the noctuid larva is typ ica lly  
noctuid, it  presumably represents with reference to recapitulation  
a period in phylogeny later than the one in which the Hoctuidae 
appeared, certain ly much later than the period in which the ad- 
frontals originated. Hence on the basis of recapitulation alone 
the f ir s t  instar would exhibit well developed adfrontal sutures. 
Their fa ilu re  to appear un til late in larval development is  ev i­
dently due to the fac£ that they function only in the fu lly  grown 
larva. This postembryonic change is  evidently the expression of 
the two factors recapitulation and unequal function and is to be 
c la ss ified  as recapitulative-adaptive.
Epicranial Stem. - As has already been shown, in our
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consideration o f the morphology o f the head, the relative length 
of the epicranial stem varies widely in the larvae of this family, 
(P I. , Pigs. 2, 15, 16, 17J furnishing a character second only to 
the number of uropods in conspicuousness, l'he proportional length 
of this suture is  most conveniently expressed in terms o f its  
ratio to the length of the front. The quotient obtained by divid­
ing the length o f this sc lerite  by that of the epicranial stem 
w il l  be referred to as the epicranial index and expressed P/Ep.
It w i l l  be observed from Table IV that the great majority of 
lepidopterous larvae have a fa ir ly  long epicranial stem, Types 4 
and 5 predominating. Type 5 with the epicranial stem longer than 
the front occurs more frequently than Type 4 with the front ex­
ceeding the stem in length in the IToctuidae and their a l l ie s ,  as 
v/ell as in the Sphingidae and ifhopalocera. The average epicranial 
index normally found in the Noctuidae is  about 0.7, the stem being 
somewhat longer than the front. Within the great superfamily
Noctukdi*. , the markedly short epicranial stem occurs ^only in
* jfa . c P f a c w U f c M -A*** *
certain genera of^many of our commonest and most economically im­
portant noctuid larvae present this type of head. The infrequent 
occurrence of the reduced epicranial stem in the Noctuidae and
t
a llied  fam ilies indicates that this is  a specialized condition, at 
least in  this group.
Moreover, wherever found in lepidopterous larvae, the 
short epicranial stem is  associated with a specialized feeding 
habit, that is,, a habit other than the usual lea f-eating  one, which 
we may reasonably attribute to the ancestral lepidopterous larva, 
on the basis o f its  general occurrence in existing forms. Tor
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example, the seed-eating habit in ehalcids of the genus hrucho- 
phagus is  regarded as a b io logica l specialization, since i t  re­
presents anc exceptional departure from the parasitic  l i f e  char­
acteristic  of Phis group. On the other hand, the parasitic  habit 
of certain oi the family Oryssidae is  to be considered as a 
specialized one, since the larvae of the horn -tails are typically  
borers. Leaf-mining larvae whether coleopterous, dipterous, or 
lepidopterous, furnish an, instance of specialized habit. The 
root-boring habit of the larvae o f Hepialus is  to be regarded as 
a b io logica l specialization, although their adults are structurally  
generalized. The larva of the noctuid, Epizeuxis lu b r ic a lis , feeds 
upon dry dead wood, that of Scolecocampa liouraa on moist dead 
wood. Various cut-worms are subterranean to a greater of less  
extent. Each of these modes o f feeding represent a departure from 
the lea f-eating  habit and free -liv in g  existence which were most 
probably characteristic of the ancestral lepidopterous larva.
Table IV demonstrates the correlation between the short 
epicranial stem and specialized feeding habit. It w i l l  be seen 
that Types 1 and 2 occur only in leaf-m iners, Type 3 being also 
confined to larvae of this habit except in the seed-eating or 
stem-boring Prodoxidae, in the wax-eating bee-moth larvae, and in 
the le a f-ro llin g  Tortricidae. Sim ilarly in the IToctuidae the 
reduced epicranial stem is  associated always with a specialized  
habit, the subterranean mode o f l i f e .  The more pronounced this 
habit the shorter is  this suture. The striking correlation  
between the epicranial index and the subterranean mode of l i f e  is  
demonstrated in Table ¥1. The column headed "E/Ep of the last
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instar" has heen compiled as shown in Table V. The measurements 
have been made with an ocular micrometer. Data concerning s u d -  
terranean h ab it, as presented in Table VI, require a detailed  
explanation, which w il l  be dealt with at this point.
It  has been necessary, in order to establish this  
correlation, to find c rite ria  by which we may compare larvae of 
various species with reference to their subterranean p roc liv ites. 
Cut-worms Jiave generally been described in economic literature  as 
larvae which hide beneath the ground by day, eating at or beneath 
the surface during the night. Our experiments have shown, however, 
that there is considerable diversity of feeding habit, even within 
this b io logica l group. Certain so-called cut-worms never enter 
the so il, others do so only under extreme stress, and some, on the 
other hand, never come above ground except fo r ecdysis. In addi­
tion to observations made on larvae reared under natural condi­
tions, two series o f experiments have been performed to determine 
the re lative extent of the development of the subterranean habit 
with as many species of noctuid larvae as possible. The f i r s t  o f 
these determines which species are able to burrow into the so il  
and to what extent this a b ility  has been developed in each. The 
Second series of experiments determines the extent of the power to 
resist submergence in water, a resistance which subterranean 
animals have generally developed. The combined results derived 
from these two lines of investigation enaole us to fflom a fa ir ly  
accurate idea as to relative "subterraneanness" of various species. 
We w il l  now consider these experiments.
The determination of the relative extent of the
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development of the power to burrow into the so il in the larvae of 
various species is the object of the f i r s t  series of experiments. 
The log ica l method fo r mailing manifest an a b ility  or tendency to 
burrow into the ground, however sligh t, involves the subjection of 
the organism to an ir r ita t in g  factor to which it  reacts in a 
markedly negative manner, at the same time excluding a l l  means oi 
avoiding this factor except by entering the so il, lepidopterous 
larvae generally avoid direct sunlight, a large proportion o f them 
being nocturnal in habit. This is  especially true oi noctuid 
larvae, the cut-worms being notoriously active at night. Although 
precise experiments on the reactions of these insects to light  
are much to be desired, anyone who has worked with them extensively 
w ill  have noticed, whithout doubt, a generally marked negative 
response to bright ligh t of any sort. The author knows of no other 
natural factor ca lling  forth such immediate and pronounced re ­
sponse. These experiments have been performed, therefore, in the 
following manner:-
.bn ordinary f i f t y  watt^eleetric light was suspended 
above the center of a glass ja r three inches in diameter, contain­
ing soi l ,  with the lowest point of the bulb six inches above the 
so il. A thermometer was suspended with its  bulb touching the so il 
in the centex1 of the ja r . The .typical black earth of I l l in o is  was 
used in a fine ly  pulverized condition and su ffic ien tly  humid to 
eliminate dust. It was packed down ligh tly  on top, leaving an 
even surface. The temperatures ranged from 33.3 to 35.5 degrees 
0. which was much higher than that of the laboratory due to i/he 
heat from the ligh t. Except in Experiment 3 a l l  material used was
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reared outside under approximately natural conditions and well fed. 
It was not brought into the laboratory until immediately before the 
experiment was to be started, except in Experiment 5. To avoid 
interference with one another, not more than five  larvae were put 
together in the same ja r. Krequently several instars o f the same 
species were used, although they always reacted a like , so fa r as 
could be observed (Table V I I I ) .  Observations were taken every
few minutes, account being kept of the time required for the la r -
%
vae to become v is ib ly  stimulated, as well as of the time elapsed 
before each individual should become buried, wholly or p a rtia lly .  
These experiments were performed in April and May, except where 
otherwise indicated in the tables, consequently the temperatures 
to which the larvae were subjected during the experiments were 
unnaturally high, probably adding to the irr ita tion  produced by 
the ligh t.
Table VII w i l l  serve as an example of the. derivation of 
the data from a single experiment, the compilation o f the results  
of the entire series being presented in Table V III . It  w i l l  be 
seen (Table VII) that stimulation is usually immediate. Well fed 
larvae, which l ie  motionless when brought into the laooratory 
from the outside, generally exhibit pronoimced irr ita tion  as soon 
as subjected to the intense ligh t, running rapidly about the ja r . 
The phrase "time required for submergence", as used in Tables VII 
and VIII ,  expresses the time from the beginning of activ ity  to the 
time when the individual is  entirely  of p a rtia lly  buried. In 
several instances certain individuals ceased activ ity  as soon as 
the head and thorax were beneath the surface. This feature seems
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to be an individual rather than a specific t ra it . While the 
larvae of some species commence burrowing within two or three 
minutes a fter they become stimulated, entering the so il perpen­
d icu larly  and disapioearing within a few seconds a fter they begin 
to dig, others crawl for h a lf an hour, making an occasional 
abortive attempt to thrust their heads beneath the earth, f in a lly  
very gradually burying themselves by entering the so il at a small 
angle with the surface. Other species make no attempt to burrow, 
continuing to crawl actively for about two hours, at the end of 
which time the experiments were usually ended. find represented
in these species evidently several stages in the development of 
the subterranean habit, some entering the so il very readily, others 
with apparent reluctance, and some not at a l l .
Unavoidable differences in the physiological condition 
of the individuals account, most probably, for the considerable 
variation in the "time required for submergence" with different 
larvae in the same experiment. During the rest period p rio r to 
ecdysis and some six hours before it ,  larvae make no attempt to 
burrow when subjected to the test,  no matter how pronounced this 
habit may be in the species. Three individuals of Polia renigera 
which reacted d ifferently  from the rest, fa ilin g  to enter the 
so il, were isolated and found to be parasitized by chalcids, when 
they died several days la ter. One larva o f Agrotis c-nigrum, 
presenting a similar non-conformity to specific  habit, died o f the 
fungous Botrytis r i le y i some time afterward. This individual 
revealed a marked negative geotropism, crawling up on the sides 
of the ja r  and on to the thermometer, a reaction exhibited by no
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other larva investigated. It is  interesting to note in this  
connection that grasshoppers diseased by Empusa gryllidae and 
army-worms or cut-worms affected by w ilt present the same response, 
crawling always to the top o f some plant to die. Underfed larvae 
require a much longer time to bury themselves than do we11-fed 
ones o f the same species, the hunger stimulus seeming to p a rtia lly  
overcome the negative response to ligh t. Experiment 3 in Table 
VIII illu stra te s  this point very c learly , the material having been 
kept without food fo r twenty-four hours in the warm laboratory at 
a temperature at which the metabolism is  high. Since the larvae 
were very hungry, they resisted the tendency to burrow for a much 
longer time than in the other experiments, where they were w e ll- 
fed. Eor this reason, the averages given in this table do not 
include Experiment 3. The difference in the time of day when 
these experiments were performed bears a direct relation  to the 
hunger, since the larvae feed principally  at night. In Experiment 
1, performed at 9 P.M. , the slower response may due to the fact 
that feeding was interrupted. The difference in weather conditions 
prior to the performance o f Experiments 1, and 4, undoubtedly 
has contributed further to the lack of physiological uniformity 
in the material used, introducing an additional source of error.
Although accurate data as to the re lative  fa c i l i t y  with 
which various species enter the so il can be obtained only by a 
long series of experiments carried on under carefu lly  controlled 
conditions, employing a much larger number of individuals than 
have been available fo r use in our investigation, the data pre­
sented in TableLSIII a fford , nevertheless, some significant
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indications. Since species such as the arboreal Homoptera lunata 
or the cabbage looper, Phytoiaetra brassicae. which we know to be 
not subterranean, are not induced to enter the so il, under the 
conditions o f the experiments and since notoriously subterranean 
species readily  manifest their a b ility  to burrow when stimulated 
by a bright ligh t, we are ju st ified  in applying this test in order 
to determine whether larvae have subterranean tendencies in species 
with which this point is  doubtful. It has been determined thus 
that the bronzed cut-worm, ITeiohe lodes emmedonia. and the cut-worms 
of the genus Girphis (the army worm genus) are not subterranean. 
Furthermore, in the subterranean species, tie relative fa c i l i t y  
with which the larvae enter the soi l ,  as indicated by the "time 
required for submergence", as well as by various pecu liarities  
associated with burrowing, already discussed, serves as an indi­
cation to the extent o f the development of the subterranean mode 
l i f e  in these species. It  may be noted, for example, that 
Sidemia devastatrix. which stands at the head of the column in 
fable VI I I ,  presents an extreme case of development of the under­
ground mode of l i fe  in noctuid larvae. The larva of this species 
rarely  comes above the surface except to moult. Unlike other 
cut-worms it  has lost it s  body pigment and has been aptly des­
cribed as "h a lf way between a cut^worm and a white grub". Owing 
to the insufficiency, of material and to the sources o f error 
previously mentioned, it  would seem unwise, however, to attach 
undue significance to the re lative lengths of time required for  
burying given in this table.
The object of the second series of experiments is  to 
= -— ■ -  ---------------- — -------  "■■■' 1 ■ ■
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determine the relative resistance to submergence in water in 
various species of noctuid larvae. Immediately a fter an unusually 
heavy thunder-shower, several arboreal noctuid larvae were found 
dead, clinging to the trunks of trees in crevices in the bark, 
where water had been running during the hardest part of the rain, 
which had lasted about twenty minutes. Since lightning had not 
struck in the v ic in ity , i t  seemed evident that these larvae were 
drowned by the water running down the tree trunks. They bore the 
characteristic marks, to. be described la ter, of drowned larvae.
A few days afterward a cut-worm, ffeltia subgothica. accidentally  
l e f t  in water for two days in the laboratory, recovered a fte r a 
number of hours and resumed feeding. This strik ing difference in 
the a b ility  to resist submergence in water between the arboreal 
catei'p illars and the subterranean ke ltia  suggested the use o f the 
length of time during which larvae could resist submergence in 
water as an index to the extent of their subterranean habit.
During early spring, land infested with exit-worms, many o f which 
hibernate as partly grown larvae, is often saturated with water 
for days at a time, without seemingly a ffecting  their numbers.
We should naturally expect such insects to be able to withstand 
these conditions successfully and to have developed, in common 
with subterranean animals generally, a resistance to submergence, 
hon-subterranean larvae o f the ground and f ie ld  strata might be 
expected to possess this power to a lesser extent, and arboreal 
species would presumably lack it  almost entirely , since the natuz-e 
of their habitat usually renders it  unnecessary for them to 
withstand extensive drenching. Caterp illars which hibernate in the
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so il mast be subjected to water from the melting snows as well as 
to the spring rains and consequently might reasonably be expected 
to present the most extensive resistance to submergence of any 
lepidopterous larvae.
'i'his subject has been investigated experimentally in 
order to obtain so far as possible a means o f expressing mathemat­
ic a lly  the re lative "subterraneanness" of various species of 
noctuid larvae. She material used in these experiments was reared 
under approximately natural conditions. Before being submerged 
in water the larvae were washed to remove a l l  so il and partic les  
of foreign matter such as might carry minute a ir  bubbles beneath 
the surface. Immediately a fte r washing, each larva was put in 
150 cc. o f d is t il le d  water five cm. deep, contained in a small 
glass ja r . when the larvae were small, two or three were usually  
put together in the same ja r . In order to keep conditions as 
constant as possible throughout this series of experiments, the 
jars were kept in a constant temperature chamber at about 17 
degrees 0 ., there being occasionally a deviation of one or two 
degrees in either direction fo r  a few hours at a time, ihey were 
exposed to natural light but not to direct sunlight. At the end 
of the period o f submergence the larvae were dried on f i l t e r  paper, 
then placed on a b lotter six inches below a f i f t y  watt e lectric  
arc ligh t. Subjected to the stimulation of this ir r ita t in g  factor, 
manifestations of l i f e  could be most readily brought forth. While 
in this situation, the time required for the individuals to regain 
various degrees of activ ity  was recorded. They were kept under 
the ligh t for lengths of time varying from fifteen  minutes to three
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hours or more, depending on the readiness with which activ ity  was 
regained. When stimulated as much as possible hy this means, the 
individuals were isolated, each being placed under approximately 
natural conditions with food, in order that observations on the 
later e ffects of submergence might be made for several days.
The f ir s t  few seconds of submergence are always spent in 
violent movements of the entire body, a fter which the larva sudden­
ly  becomes motionless, remaining so until removed from the water. 
Individuals undergoing ecdysis f lo a t , necessitating their being 
weighted down by a small piece of metal tied to the anal uropods 
by a fine thread. It seems probable that there may be a layer of 
a ir  between the old and new cuticle, which would account fo r the 
low specific gravity of larvae in this condition. When not moult­
ing, they always sink immediately. After being removed from the 
water, dried, and placed under the ligh t, the f i r s t  signs of l i f e  
are usually represented by the beating of the heart, which can be 
observed according to the transparency o f the integument. Slight 
movements of the antennae and thoracic legs are next to be seen, 
followed by a feeble curling of the thorax caused by contractions 
of the longitudinal muscles, often accompanied by an extension and 
retraction of the crochets. As various kinds of motion of the 
trunk and appendages become more marked, water is  expelled in 
quantity from the mouth and anus. When in this stage of recovery, 
larvae placed with the ventral surface uppermost gradually turn 
over. Sometime later they w i l l  crawl a l i t t le  when mechanically 
stimulated, s t i l l  expelling water. Often a fte r  a few hours, they 
appear normally active, although seldom feeding until several
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hours a fter apparent recovery. The evidences of the regaining of 
activ ity  take place in the above order almost invariably.
She stage of activ ity  reached with individuals which f a i l  
to recover varies according to the resistance of the species and to 
the length of time submerged. When kept under water for a time 
much longer than that required for drowning, sometimes no movement 
can be produced by stimulation. More often, however, the earlie r  
stages of activ ity  are passed through, followed by a decline ev i­
denced by a repetition o f the same stages in reverse order. Fre­
quently larvae which have apparently thoroughly recovered, crawling 
actively  about, refuse to eat and die within two or three days.
This indicates that the length of time fo r  which they were sub­
merged is  very close to the minimum time required for drowning for 
the species in question. Table IX, in the columns headed "Time" 
and "Condition", shows the various degrees of recovery and decline 
exhibited by larvae which have been submerged far d ifferent lengths 
of time.
The extent o f activ ity  developed before the decline sets 
in o ffers a valuable guide to the determination of the minimum 
time required for drowning, which is  the object sought in these 
experiments, since this factor enaoles us to express in figures the 
resistance to submergence of various species. From the data shown 
in Table IX, it  has been possible in most cases to determine within 
rather narrow lim its the average minimum time required fo r  drown­
ing. When one-half or one-third of the individuals of an exper­
iment die and the rest survive, the time for which they were 
submerged is taken as representing approximately the resistance
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to submergence for the species.
Although different instars of the same species present 
no uniform difference in resistance, we find some individual v a ri­
ation in this respect, which is most probably to be accounted for
v
by unavoidable physiological differences in the material. Such 
factors as the time expired since moulting, the amount of food in 
the alimentary canal, and the weather conditions under which the 
material was reared, undoubtedly influence the resistance to s u d -  
mergence to a greater or less extent. The f i r s t  of these, which 
w ill  be discussed la te r, is  probably the most important. It  is  to 
be regretted that data regarding the resistance of larvae o f d i f ­
ferent broods have not been obtained, since such data would be of 
considerable interest with respect to those species having several 
broods a year and hibernating as partly  grown larvae. Our experi­
ments with such species have been performed solely  with larvae of 
the hibernating brood, a fter hibernation had oeen passed. Very 
probably those o f the summer broods are less resistant. I f  th is  
be true, i t  would be o f great interest to determine whether the 
difference in resistance in d ifferent broods is  innate or induced 
by climatic factors.
As shown by fable IX, the specific variation resistance 
to submergence is  extreme, ranging from 25 minutes to 48 hours.
The exact nature of the adaptations, morphological or physiological 
which permit of such striking differences in th is respect, is  
problematical. We find no external structures which throw ligh t  
on this question. The spiracles o ffer no variations which seem 
to bear of th is point. Internal structures or histology, a study
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of which the scope of th is work does not permit, may be found to 
bear relation  to the development of the power to withstand sub­
mergence. It  seems pro cable that the difference is ch iefly  physi­
o logica l. .
There are indications that death from drowning in these 
larvae is  caused by two factors, oxygen starvation and mechanical 
in jury due to the f i l l in g  o f the alimentary canal with water. The 
drowned larvae have always exhibited a black gird le around the 
body, varying in width from that of one segment to five or six, so 
that in the la tter case i t  extends for h a lf the length of the 
larva. Those which almost recover from submergence show but a 
slight ring around the metathorax or f i r s t  one or two abdominal 
segments, while individuals which die before their removal from 
the water often turn black from the head to about the sixth ab­
dominal segment. Larvae k illed  Dy pinching have exactly the same 
appearance. This appears to indicate mechanical injury caused by 
distending the alimentary canal with water. The expulsion of water 
from both mouth and anus during recovery has already been men­
tioned. It is  a sign ificant fact that larvae in the prepupal 
condition and those undergoing ecdysis are much more resistant 
than others (Table IX. "Remarks"). Of these, the prepupae swallow 
water and the moulting larvae do not, owing to the fact that the 
mouth-parts cannot function during ecdysis; yet the former show 
at least as great a resistance as the la tter . Larvae passing 
these two stages are physiologically sim ilar in the following  
respects:- They are quiescent, they are not digesting food, 
having expelled the contents o f the alimentary canal, and they
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are preparing to shed their cuticle. We have reason to suppose 
that the oxygen requirement fo r Doth prepupae and moulting is  
re lative ly  low, due to the reduction o f motion and to the lack of 
digestion of food. In the light of this probability  the great 
resistance to submergence o f larvae in both of these stages becomes 
understood. Death by drowning seems to be effected, then, both by 
lack o f oxygen and by mechanical in jury due to gorging the diges­
tive tube with water. How subterranean larvae are equipped to 
v/ithstand either or both of these factors, we do not know.
As shorn in fable VI, the resistance to submergence in 
different species, as determined experimentally, varies according 
to the extent to which the larvae are subjected to submergence, 
or to drenching, in their natural habitats. This resistance is  
not only correlated with the proximity of the habitat to the 
ground during the active l i f e  of the larva, but also with the stage 
in which the hibernation is  passed, since larvae passing the 
winter in the so il must withstand considerable submergence without 
regard to their habitat while in an active condition. In order to 
present more c learly  the relations shown in fable VI, i t  has been 
divided into two sections, the f i r s t  of which includes only those 
species hibernating as larvae on or beneath the ground, the second 
section embracing those not passing the winter in this stage. I f  
we compare two equally subterranean species, one of which h iber­
nates in the so il as a larva, the other as a pupa, we note that 
the former is  very much more resistant to water, ke ltia  subfi;oth- 
ica and Agrotis ypsilon , Ilephe lodes emmedonia and Phytometra 
brassicae afford  examples of th is point. It is  evident, then,
